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Abbreviations

As appeared in the report:

CFC: Controlled Foreign Company (CFC)

CIT: Corporate income tax

CPC: Caspian Pipeline Consortium 

CSR: Corporate Social Responsibility

EAEU: Eurasian Economic Union

EIA: US: Energy Information Administration

EU: European Union

FPRK: Federation of Trade Unions of the Republic of Kazakhstan

GDP: Gross Domestic Product

IBP: International Business Project

IMF: International Monetary Fund

KTZ: Kazakhstan Temir Zholy 

KZT: Kazakh Tenger

O&G: Oil and Gas

OECD: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development

OPEC: Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries

OSCE: Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe

PISA: Programme for International Student Assessment)

PIT: Personal income tax

SEZ: Special economic zones

SME: Small and Medium Enterprises

UNDP: United Nations Development Programme 

USD: US dollar

VAT: Value-added tax

WHT: Withholding tax

WTO: World Trade Organization
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Introduction  
 Innovation Norway

Looking at the uncertain political and economic envi
ronments globally, Norwegian and international com
panies will face many new challenges in the future. In 
this new period of change and transmission, where 
global trade, energy transition and other global issues 
are coming into light, Norway has to look for increased 
business and export opportunities in other sectors 
and regions. With close cooperation with academia 
and research institutions, Norwegian companies are 
well positioned to contribute to solving some of the 
world’s major challenges expressed, among other 
places, through the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals. Norway wishes to offer sustainable business 
solutions in areas like clean energy, sustainable trans
portation, safe and nutritional food, and good health 
services for an aging population, to mention some. 

With this year’s project, International Business would 
like to offer market insight on Kazakhstan. Since Stat
oil (now Equinor) in February 2013 decided to cancel 
negotiations for an oil exploration license in the Cas
pian sea, there is little Norwegian business in Ka
zakhstan. Aker and Kværner have both finalized their 

earlier projects. DNV GL and some INTSOK/NORWEP 
member companies do, however have some success, 
and the mining sector is also of interest.

Seafood is the major Norwegian export, but the total vol
ume has decreased considerably from the 2500 tons/year 
of frozen fish that earlier reached Kazakhstan over land 
through Russia, when there were no transportation hin
drances. Airborne salmon export increases, but represents 
a small volume for a small group of welltodo clients. 

Through International Business Project, ambitious 
students get international, workrelated experience. 
They learn leadership and improve their skills in pro
ject management and international collaboration. To 
most Norwegian companies, Kazakhstan and Central 
Asia remains uncharted territory. With this report, the 
students hope that Norwegian business will gain in
sight into market information and new possibilities in 
Kazakhstan. Innovation Norway, with the support of the 
Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs represented by 
Ambassador Ole Johan Bjørnøy, is very pleased to be a 
partner for this International Business Project report.

Frode Mo

Country director, Russia 
Innovation Norway

International Business Project has more than 35 years of experience with projects that allow Norwegian students 
to gain valuable experience from working with international industries. Innovation Norway has been a proud part-
ner of the program since the beginning.    
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Foreword  
           From project leader

For the 35th year of International Business Project (IBP), 
the team was appointed Kazakhstan as our subject 
country by the preceding group. During these last past 
10 months, we had been reflecting over our past. In the 
last decades, globalization and rapid change in infor
mation flow has benefited business across the world. 
During the project’s history, we have seen the rise of 
Asia, the growth of South America and the promising 
potential of Africa. The impact IBP’s report had on Nor
wegian were noticeable during those times and it re
minded us about the meaningful impact, we as curious, 
and new thinking students can make in society.

Central Asia as a region lacks the spotlight in terms of 
business opportunities, making it more important for 
IBP to bring forth their strengths. This report will ex
plore the opportunities and challenges for the coun
try using methods like an academic paper. With criti
cal research by our members, we attempt to present 
an objective view of the economical, cultural, political, 
and social aspects of this unique country. I would also 
like to point out that March’s political event, in which 
President Nazarbayev stepped down from power after 
3 decades in office. Our project was written before this 
event, and will not reflect the whole scope of the politi
cal uncertainty looking forward.

Eric Hua

Project leader

International Business Project brings students from 
the three wellknown schools together. It gives par
ticipants the chance to develop analytical skills, 
build relations with working professionals, and learn 
the process of a multidisciplinary and geographical 
spreadout project. Despites several ups and downs 
throughout the 1year period, we had share great ex
periences and tackled on challenges together as a 
team. I believe that each one of us, finished the pro
ject with a deeper insight that will be highly beneficial 
to our future endeavors, no matter what they will be.

As a non profit student project, we are highly depend
ent on external funding to cover the expenses to our 
work. We would like to thank our partners, schools and 
people that helped us along the way.

Looking towards the future, we realized that the for
mat in which International Business project presented 
the report will not be as relevant as before. Right now, 
we are working with our partners to decide on the pro
ject’s future, where the result will provide meaningful 
impact with the work our members do. We are hopeful 
that the project will still be relevant in the future and 
create value for both students and our audiences.

Thanks again to the team members, Innovation Nor
way, schools and the relevant people that helped us 
along the way.
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About International Business Project  
– Exploring international market opportunities

International Business Project is an annual nonprofit carried out by a group of 10 students attending the Nor
wegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), the Norwegian School of Economics (NHH) and BI Norwe
gian Business School (BI), founded and supported by Innovation Norway since 1984. 

Innovation Norway works an instrument for the Norwegian Government to support innovation and development 
of Norwegian enterprises and industry. The International Business project was initiated in 1984 by Innovation 
Norway with the purpose of exploring international market opportunities for Norwegian companies. Since in
ception, teams of 12 students have been recruited annually to carry out research on different markets.

Our Mission

The main purpose of the IB project is to explore and define market opportunities for Norwegian companies in for
eign countries. Our research uncovers distinctive market opportunities and seeks to develop understanding and 
awareness of cultural discrepancies that may occur in interactions with foreign markets and business culture. 
The project’s final product is this extensive report, which delves into the opportunities available to Norwegian 
companies interested in Kazakhstan and Central Asia. Interviews with experts and analysis of secondary data is 
supplemented with ontheground interviews with key companies. Please see the contacts page in the back of 
the report if you should have any questions about the content or the project in general
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Country Overview 

Fun fact:
The name of the major city and the former 
capital of Kazakhstan, Almaty, mean a 
“place full of apples”.

Kazakhstan

KAZAKHSTAN

AstanaNursultan
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Kazakhstan in a nutshell

With the ancient Persian word Stan meaning “land” 
or “nation” and Kazakh meaning “wanderer”, Kazakh
stan can be translated as “Land of the Wanderers.” 
The Republic of Kazakhstan, situated at the heart of 
Eurasia, appeared on the geopolitical map in 1991. 
Being the ninth largest country by area in the world, 
Kazakhstan has a very small population of only 17 mil
lion people. The capital Nursultan, previously named 
Astana, is situated on the banks of the Ishim River in 
the north portion of Kazakhstan. Even as the world’s 
largest landlocked country, it still is one of the most 
developed countries in Central Asia with vast mineral 
resources and enormous economic potential. Strate
gically, Kazakhstan links the large and fastgrowing 
markets of China and South Asia and those of Russia 
and Western Europe by road, rail, and a port on the 
Caspian Sea.

One can experience all four seasons on the territory 
of Kazakhstan with frosty winter, blossoming spring, 
heating summer and scarlet autumn (QS WORLDWIDE 
Higher Education Conference, 2019). The varied land
scape of Kazakhstan stretches from the mountainous, 
heavily populated regions of the east to the sparsely 
populated, energyrich lowlands in the west (BBC, 
2018). From the industrialized north, with its Siberian 
climate and terrain, it goes through the arid, empty 
steppes of the center, to the fertile south (BBC, 2018).
Kazakhstan declared its independence from the So
viet Union in 1991 and Nursultan Nazarbayev became 
the country’s first president who soon began a grad
ual movement toward privatization of the economy 
(Washingtonpost, 2019). Today, Kazakhstan is one 
of the most ethnically and religiously diverse in the 
world. Currently around 130 nationalities populate 
Kazakhstan (Infomatrix Asia, 2019). Around 66% are 
Kazakhs, 21% are Russians and the remaining 13% 
constitutes Ukrainians, Uzbeks, Germans and Tartars 
(Embassy of the Republic of Kazakhstan Washington, 
D.C., 2019). The predominant religions are Islam and 
Christianity. The state language of Kazakhstan is Ka
zakh. However, the younger generations are becoming 
increasingly trilingual. Both Kazakh and Russian are 
used by the authorities and governing institutions of 
Kazakhstan (Infomatrix Asia, 2019).

Kazakhstan is classified by the World Bank as an up
per middleincome country (The World Bank, 2019). 
The country has an educated workforce with 90% of 
population having beyond secondary school edu
cation. Similarly, to developed countries, the majority 
(more than 60%) of the labor force is working in the 
service industry, followed by industry and construc

tion and agriculture (Mordor Intelligence, 2017). Ka
zakhstan is an industrial country with mining opera
tions being one of the main sources of its economic 
growth. Kazakhstan has one of the largest reserves of 
Uranium and is the largest producer. But the energy 
sector is the biggest contributor to the economy of 
Kazakhstan (Mordor Intelligence, 2017). Natural Gas 
reserves form a vital part of the country’s portfolio and 
holds the key to the region’s future energy security. In 
addition, agriculture forms a very important part of 
the Kazakh Economy (Mordor Intelligence, 2017).

Significant progress has been made with a vision to 
turn Kazakhstan into the region’s most investment
friendly country. Former president Nazarbayev laid 
out a strategy, Kazakhstan 2050 Strategy, calling for 
better governance, improvement of the welfare and 
tax systems, support for small and mediumsized 
businesses, and development of infrastructure to 
transform Kazakhstan into one of 30 most advanced 
nations by 2050 (Sieff, 2019). This will truly hold for 
the future with the new president who was sworn in 
for the rest of Nursultan’s term as of 2019 (The Econo
mist, 2019). To do so, Kazakhstan will need to integrate 
its economy into the global and regional environments 
by capitalizing on its transit potential and bolstering 
information technology capabilities (Sieff, 2019).

Kazakhstan is a natural transit corridor for the new 
Silk Road—a project expected to significantly acceler-
ate and reduce the cost of goods delivery from China 
to Europe through Central Asia and the Caucasus in 
which China is heavily invested (Pennington, 2018). 
Kazakhstan’s strategic geographic position will be-
come even better placed in the future because of major 
geo-economic shifts, together with innovations in the 
transport industry (Pennington, 2018).

The aim of this report is to explore potential opportuni
ties for foreign companies in Kazakhstan, as well as 
highlighting relevant challenges, keeping in mind the 
unknown future of a Kazakhstan without Nursultan 
Nazarbayev as president. The report is divided into 
three sections. The first section provides a general 
profile of the country and an analysis of the most rel
evant topics that impact the business environment. 
The second section provides insight into the most 
important industries in Kazakhstan, their investment 
and expansion opportunities, and relevant challenges. 
The third section looks at the ease of doing business 
in Kazakhstan and explores more specialized topics 
such as tax and corporate social responsibility.
 

Key statistics / Kazakhstan (*estimate)

Capital: Nursultan (Statista, 2019)

Government: Unitary presidential constitutional republic (Statista, 2019)

President: Nursultan Nazarbayev (since 24 April 1990) (Statista, 2019)

Independence: December 16, 1991. (Statista, 2019)

Population: 18.46* (Statista, 2019)

Religion: Muslim 70.2% (Central Intelligence Agency, 2017)

Land area: 2,724,900 km2 (9th largest, Norway is 67th)

Official language: Kazakh, Russian

Currency: Tenge

GDP: USD 159.41 billion (2018*) (Trading Economics, 2019)

GDP per capita: 10857.38 U.S. dollars(2018*) (Trading Economics, 2019)

GDP growth: 4.2% (2018*) (Trading Economics, 2019)

Exports: 6226.20 million U.S. dollars.(2018*) (Trading Economics, 2019)

Imports: 2661.60 million U.S. dollars.(2018*) (Trading Economics, 2019)

Trade balance: 3464.60 million U.S. dollars.(2018*) (Trading Economics, 2019)

Inflation, consumer price indices: 5.2%*(2018*) (Trading Economics, 2019)
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Demographics

Population 
Kazakhstan has the world’s biggest landlocked area. 
The country is landlocked with Russia to its North, Chi
na to the West, Uzbekistan down South and the Cas
pian Sea on its Western Border. In 2018, Kazakhstan 
has an estimated population of 18.46 million with an 
annual growth of 1.1% as per 2018, which ranks 63th in 
the world. Kazakhstan population density is 6.7 people 
per square kilometer as of August 2018.

Agriculture’s contribution to the GDP was in 2017 only 
4.43 %, while industry and services accounted for 32% 
and 57.45 %, respectively (Statista, 2019). 

Age structure: 
When it comes to age structure, the population of Ka
zakhstan can be characterized as relatively young. Ap
proximately 42.4 % of Kazakh population are 25 to 54 
years old. Furthermore, the median age is 29.3 for males 
and 31.9 for female (Central Intelligence Agency, 2017) 

In comparison, the median age of Norway’s popula
tion is 38.4 for males and 49 for females (Central Intel
ligence Agency, 2017). Life expectancy in Kazakhstan 
has increased from 58 in 1960 to 72 years as per 2016. 
Norway on the other hand saw life expectancy rise from 
74 years in 1960 to 83 in 2016 (The World Bank, 2019) 

Urbanization: 
In 2017, 57.34 % of Kazakhstan’s total population 
lived in urban areas and cities (Statista, 2017). The 
share of urban population in Kazakhstan has doubled 
since 1939. About threefifths of Kazakh families live 
in rural areas. Urbanization in Kazakhstan involves 
much more immigration of foreigners than movement 
of Kazakhs from the countryside into the cities. The 
capital of Kazakhstan was Astana, now known as 
Nursultan, the secondlargest city in Kazakhstan. 
The largest is Almaty, the former capital, which is also 
the cultural and commercial center.  The high level of 
urbanization is reflected in the division of labor force 
according to occupation. 

Politics

The Soviet and communist era heavily influence Kazakh
stan’s political history. After formally becoming a constitu
ent republic of the Soviet Union in 1936, Kazakhstan got an 
increasingly bigger part in the Kremlin plans during the Cold 
War, particularly in nuclear testing and the Soviet space 
programme (Britannica, 2019). In December 1991, after dec
ades under communist rule, Kazakhstan was the last of the 
former states of the USSR to declare itself fully independ
ent from the regime. Nursultan Nazarbayev was the man to 
bring Kazakhstan forward into a new era, and even though 
he as of March 2019 resigned as president, he is currently 
still highly shaping the country’s policies. Kazakhstan now 
finds itself in an important geopolitical position between 
the mighty Europe and fast evolving Asia.

Political system
Kazakhstan is still a unitary presidential constitu
tional republic with a bicameral legislature consisting 
of a Senate and an Assembly called the Mazhilis. After 
independence, a Constitution was drawn and accept
ed in 1993. A new and revised version was adopted in 
1995. The Constitution dictates a separation of power 
into a bicameral legislative branch, an executive pres
idential branch, and finally a judicial branch safe
guarded by the Supreme Court. There are elections 
for President, Parliament, and local government bod
ies called Maslikhats. The latest presidential election 
took place in 2015, resulting in Nazarbayev winning 
for the fifth time in a row since independence (Sholk, 
2015). In Kazakhstan, the President can veto legisla
tion from parliament, he appoints the prime minister 
and Council of Ministers, and he is also commander in 
chief of the armed forces. With all the power granted, 
the president of Kazakhstan is in reality playing a big 
part in deciding most political matters in the country.

In March 2019, however, Nazarbayev resigned without 
further ado, but will retain his status of “leader of the 
nation” and the key positions of head of Kazakhstan’s 

security council, chief of the ruling Nur Otan party 
and member of the Constitutional Party (Gizitdinov, 
2019). Hence, Nazarbayev will retain a lot of his power, 
until reelection in 2020. Gizitdinov (2019) describes 
that Nazarbayev, by stepping down a year before the 
end of his fifth term in office and power to his chair
man of the Senate, KassymZhomart Tokayev, is seek
ing to avoid a destabilizing contest for power among 
rival possible successors in this energy and miner
alrich country placed in between Russia and China.  

Foreign Policy
Positioned between some of the largest economic gi
ants on the planet, i.e. Russia and China, Kazakhstan 
finds itself on the junction of major actors and trans
portation routes (Kassen, 2018). Lack of access to the 
ocean is also a significant factor for foreign policy 
strategies. Kazakhstan is internationally renowned as 
a peaceful multi ethnic and multi religious country, 
and peace and security is among its top concerns. The 
country has played a role as mediator and facilitator in 
several meetings and forums aimed at enhancing co
operation, which in turn earned Kazakhstan the chair 
of the OSCE in 2010. This has improved Kazakhstan’s 
international reputation. The country has established 
a multi vector foreign policy to forge ties with its 
neighbours and trading partners. The European Union, 
Russia, China and the United States are among Ka
zakhstan’s most important partners. Kazakhstan have 
established good relations with some of the greatest 
powers in the world while still balancing their inter
ests and keeping autonomy.

Kazakhstan have recently made efforts to further in
tegrate into the international society by opening the 
country’s borders to foreigners. Norway is now among 
a list of countries that enjoy visa free entry for up to 30 
days. While Kazakhstan has an embassy in Oslo, Nor
way have a home based ambassador.

The charts are based on estimates (Central Intelligence Agency, 2017). 

Age structure 2017
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Election results 2015 (European Forum for Democracy and Solidarity, 2018)
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Democracy
Kazakhstan is ranked as one of the least democratic 
states in the world, coming out as number 141 of 167 in 
the annual Democracy Index by The Economist (2018). 
The country is characterized as an authoritarian re
gime, reflected by the immense Executive power held 
by the previous president Nazarbayev through the last 
decades. Kazakhstan maintains a multi party system, 
but there are no real contenders to the one party  Nur 
Otan Party  which holds 82% of the legislature seats 
(European Forum for Democracy and Solidarity, 2018). 
There has been international criticism of all elections 
held in Kazakhstan, among them accusations of lack 
of genuine competition, ballot box stuffing, proxy vot
ing and an inadequate legal framework. After the 2015 
elections, OSCE reported some positive progress, but 
still a long way to go to reach Western democratic 
standards (2016).

Freedom of Speech  
and Human Rights
Kazakhstan has a poor record of human rights viola
tions. Freedom of speech is heavily restricted as the 
government controls and monitors most media out
lets, including internet and social media. There are 
also several reports of use of torture in prisons in Ka
zakhstan (Michel, 2016). It is not uncommon that the 
Kazakhstani government shuts down websites tem
porarily or permanently. In 2017, there were 76 cases of 
civil lawsuits and 61 cases of criminal charges against 
journalists and media outlets. In the same year, 16 
social network users were sentenced to up to nine 
years imprisonment. Many of the charges are based 
on spreading propaganda, spreading false informa
tion, spreading hatred, libel, and financial crimes (Tuk
madiyeva, 2017). 

The authorities seldom give permits for peaceful public 
protests, and unauthorized protests are struck down 
quickly. A rare public protest in the oil city Zhanaozen 
in 2011 severely escalated, killing at least 14 protest
ors (Lillis, 2016). Oil workers demanded better pay and 
work conditions, and occupied the town square. The 
protest was declared illegal and lasted until police 
inter fered on Independence Day, reportedly opening 
fire after clashes with the protestors (Aljazeera, 2011). 

Macroeconomics

Kazakhstan managed to pull through low economic 
growth in 2015 and 2016 as oil prices grow and stabi
lizes. The country’s industry sectors heavy reliance on 
energy, making up around 20% of the gross domestic 
product (GDP). GDP growth is expected to be around 
3%, a decline from 4.1% in 2017. The country has been 
a net exporter of mainly natural resources. Unemploy
ment of 5% and interest rate of 10.25% is healthy for 
the economy. The country is expected an expansion of 
private consumption in the coming years. Moreover, 
the possibility of early presidential elections leading 
to uncertainties regarding transition of power.

In the broad sense, the Kazakhstan benefits from its 
abundance in natural resources and strategic geo
graphic location. To reduce the riskiness of the coun
try’s economy, there should be more focus on Kazakh
stan’s fragile banking sector and shortcomings in legal 
and institutional frameworks. Diversification away 
from being too reliant on commodities and regional 
stability will boost economic growth in the country.

Recent development
Looking at 2018, economy is still on the rise due to in
crease oil production and healthy domestic demand. 
The industrial sector remained strong last year de
spite a small retreat in oil prices and weaker global 
growth. Expansion in private credit pushes private 
consumption with a potential inflationary pressure. 
Kazakhstan also embraced the rise in minimum wage 
from 28,000 KZT to 42,000 KZT in 2019 set by presi
dent Nazarbayev hopes to increase domestic con
sumption in the new year (Azernews, 2018). Key chal
lenge has to be addressed in the financial sector and 
the economy’s high dependence on oil (IMF Country 
Report no. 17/108, 2017). The recent political event in 
which President Nazarbayev resigned, might affect 
the economic development in the country. As the situ
ation is still uncertain as of now, the accuracy of our 
views might not be sure.

Economic growth
Kazakhstan’s GDP in 2016 and 2017 was respectively 
137 billion and 162 billion USD. (World Bank, 2019) The 
GDP growth in 2017 was 4.1% and was 3.8% in 2018. 
Forecast from the World Bank expects a lower growth 
rate of 3.2% going towards 2020. (World Bank, 2019) 
However, with slower growth in the global econo
my and the country’s main trading partners, China 
and Russia, raw energy demand will also affect GDP 
growth of the country.

The main drivers GDP in Kazakhstan is the energy sec
tor making up around 20% ( See industry analysis). In 
2017, Agriculture, forestry and fishing was only 4% of 
the GDP. The industry sector, including construction 
made up 32% of 2017’s GDP. (World Bank, 2019)

Trade balance
Export and import of goods and services in 2017 were 
34% and 26% of the GDP. (World Bank, 2019) in 2017 
Kazakhstan exported $44.1B and imported $30.5B. 
The country borders China and Russia, and these two 
countries are also the top export destinations and 
import origins of the country. China accounted for 
$5.86B of Kazakhstan’s export and Russia accounted 
for $4.73B of export. France, Netherlands and Germa
ny are also important export targets. While top import 
origins are Russia ($11.6B), China ($5.21B), Germany 
($1.54B), US ($1.19B) and Italy ($886M). (Observatory 
of economic complexity, 2019)

The economy of Kazakhstan has an Economic Com
plexity Index (ECI) of 0.088, making it the 58th most 
complex country and 53rd largest export economy in 
the world. The main export by value is crude petroleum 
(45%), refined Copper (6.9%) ferroalloys, gas and other 
natural resources. Agriculture products are also im
portant export products aside from natural resources.
 

Inflation
Inflation rate was 14.6% in 2016, before falling to 8.6% 
in 2017. (World Bank, 2019). Inflation rate in Febru
ary fell to 4.8% from 5.2% in January 2019. This has 
been the lowest since September 2015. This is mainly 
reflected in the drop in prices of housing, water, elec
tricity, gas while food prices increase in January 2019.
The country policy interest rate was also 10.25% in 
2017. During the monetary policy meeting in January 
2019, the National Bank of Kazakhstan held the base 
rate stable at 9.25%. The Bank indicated a more hawk
ish stance on a potential weakening in the tenger. (Fo
cus Economics, 2019)

Unemployment
Unemployment rate in the country has also been 
around the south of 5%, being 4.9% in 2017.There are 
many dynamics of unemployment: demographic fac
tors, technical and economic factors affect unemploy
ment rate. We see that GDP growth plays a big part of 
this as we see unemployment rise in 2014. 

Nursultan Nazarbayev casting his vote in the 2015 elections (Seitzhan, 2015)
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Education 

The school system
In Kazakhstan the school system is divided into prepri
mary education, school education, postsecondary and 
tertiary education. Preprimary education consists main
ly of public nurseries and kindergartens and provides 
education and care for children between the age of 06.

School education is divided into primary education, 
lower secondary education and either upper second
ary education or technical and vocational education. 
Primary and secondary education is compulsory in 
Kazakhstan, and students are entitled to attend a 
public school freeofcharge (Pons, et al., 2015, s. 
29) Children attend primary education for four years 
from the age of six or seven. Lower secondary educa
tion lasts for five years, while general upper secondary 
edu cation lasts for two years. Technical and vocational 
education has a duration between two and four years. 
(Pons, et al., 2015, s. 37)

In postsecondary and tertiary education students can 
obtain a Bachelor degree in four years, and continue 
their study towards a twoyear Master’s degree. Ad
mission to this level of education is based on the stu
dents result in the Unified National Test (UNT) which is 
both a final test for upper secondary education and a 
university entrance test. (Pons, et al., 2015, s. 38)
 

General facts
In 2017 about 2,7 million children and youths attended 
the 7,511 different primary, lower and general upper 
secondary schools in Kazakhstan (The World Bank, 
2017, s. 1). The students can choose freely which school 
to attend, and priority is given to the students living 
closest to the school chosen. Stateowned schools 
accounts for 95,5% of all schools, while private school 
accounts for 1,4%. (Pons, et al., 2015, s. 38) In addi
tion to this it is a growing number of evening schools to 
attend for those who left school before finishing their 
secondary education (Pons, et al., 2015, s. 38).

The studentteacher ratio is considered high in urban 
areas, and low in rural areas. Policy for universal ac
cess from primary up to upper secondary/vocational 
education have resulted in large number of small
class schools in rural areas. These schools account for 
50% of all schools, but only cater to 11% of all student 
(Pons, et al., 2015, s. 39). Urban schools on the other 
hand account for only 25% of all schools, but cater to 
a staggering 48% of the student population.

Schools across the country also teach in different 
languages, where approximately 50% of schools use 
Kazakh language of instruction, 18% use Russian lan

guage of instruction and only 1% use other languages 
of instruction like Tajik, Uighur and Uzbek. In addition, 
28% of schools serve as mixed language schools.
 

Challenges with the current system
Reports have found significant challenges with the 
current educational system in Kazakhstan. Among 
these are there financial challenges. Kazakhstan’s 
education budget accounts for 3,8% of GDP, far be
low the OECD mean of 5,6%. This is viewed upon as 
low even compared to economies with the same level 
of development (Pons, et al., 2015, s. 68). It is neces
sary to have a minimum level of spending to ensure a 
decent level of quality. A minimum level of quality will 
ensure access to quality teachers, learning friendly 
infrastructure, as well as sufficient amounts of text
books and other school material.

Even though the policy that ensures access to com
pulsory schooling is positive for students overall, it 
is not very costeffective. This affects maintenance 
of sparsely populated school buildings to the point 
that they fail to heat properly during winter, or in gen
eral appear to be a bad learning environment. As men
tioned, the budget squeeze affects the access to basic 
equipment and learning materials, such as notebooks 
and smart boards. (Pons, et al., 2015, s. 18)

The programs and resources devoted to students with 
learning difficulties and disadvantaged backgrounds 
are so narrow in its construction that it often only 
captures extreme disabilities and socioeconomics 
disadvantages, rather than the masses it is supposed 
to capture. On the other hand, there is an intense fo
cus on children with peak academic performance, that 
may be detrimental to other students. The schools 
that cater these students also tend to receive higher 
levels of funding, again affecting the students with 
disadvantages and learning difficulties negatively. The 
PISA test (Programme for International Student As
sessment) have shown that improvement in both the 
top and bottom of the performance scale is possible, 
but at the same time it is improvement in the low per
forming students that is most effective to raise overall 
performance. (Pons, et al., 2015, s. 18)
 
Many of the abovementioned challenges are linked 
to financial constraints, but there are also challenges 
to centralized decision making and norms. For in
stance, there is indications that a strict staffing norm 
crowds out investment in other areas. In some rural 
areas staff compensation makes up 93% of all ex
penditures, and make little to no room in the budget 
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for investing in other school development activities 
(Pons, et al., 2015, s. 20). Because of high centraliza
tion of power, the local government and schools can
not adapt to local needs.

There is located about 150 universities and schools 
of higher education in Kazakhstan. Among these 150 
universities four schools made it to the QS World Uni
versity Rankings of 2016/17, those being AlFarabi 
Kazakh National University (KazNU), L. N. Gumilyov 
Eurasian National University, Kazakh National Tech
nical University and Kazakh National Pedagogical 
University (topuniversities.com, 2019) .Several of the 
schools offer the possibility to attend the Erasmus+ 
programme that opens up for student exchange in 
European countries. One of the topranking Norwe
gian business schools, BI, also offer exchange pro
grammes to Kazakhstan Institute of Management 
(KIMEP), located in the former capital city Almaty. 
(Handelshøyskolen BI , 2019)

Labor market 

The total labor force in Kazakhstan in 2018 was 9.26 
million (The World Bank, 2019). In 2017, 61.22 % of the 
employees in Kazakhstan were active in the service 
sector, 20.73 % in industry and 18.05 % in the agri
cultural sector (Statista, 2019).

In Kazakhstan there are three main sectors in which 
people are employed; services, industry and agricul
ture. Services represents the biggest sector both in 
terms of employment, but also with respect to share of 
GDP. The employment rate have risen from 49% in 2007 
to 61% in 2017, while its share of the GDP have been 
volatile the last couple of years, ending on 57% for 2017 
(Statista Ltd. , 2018). The second biggest sector, indus
try, have had a positive development in terms of em
ployment rate. In 2007 the sector employed 19% of the 
workforce, while the same statistics for 2017 showed 
an increase up to 20.7%. Its share of GDP has mostly 
declined since 2007, moving from 38% to 32% in 2017. 
Agriculture, the last of the three largest sectors, have 
experienced a significant negative trend in employ
ment, moving from 32% in 2007 to only 18% in 2017. 
Its share of the GDP have been almost constant over 
the ten year period from 2007 to 2017, only moving from 
about 6% to just underneath 5%. (Statista Ltd. ,2018)

The most significant difference between Kazakhstan 
and Norway is Kazakhstan’s large agricultural sector; 
Norway only employs 2.1 % of its workforce in this sec
tor (Central Intelligence Agency, 2019). The unemploy
ment rate has remained 5% between 2016 and 2017.
Unemployment among youths aged 15 to 24 years was 
in 4.72% 2017 (The global economy, 2017).
 

Trade Unions
In 2014 a law that restricts workers’ freedom of asso
ciation and requires existing independent labor unions 
to affiliate with larger unions at the industry, sector, 
or regional level was passed and entered in to force. 
The law erected significant barriers to the creation of 
new, independent unions and in all practicality made 
the Federation of Trade Unions of the Republic of Ka
zakhstan (FPRK) the leading trade union in the nation. 
It is the successor of the former statesponsored so
vietera labor organizations and have approximately 
90% of union workers as its members. Kazakhstan’s 
government has been criticized for having too tight 
connections to the FPRK, fearing it is ineffective in 
advocating for the workers effectively. (United States 
Department of State Bureau of Democracy, Human 
Rights and Labor, 2017) 

Income and Working Conditions 
Minimum Wage
The minimum wage in Kazakhstan is calculated at a 
monthly basis and amounts to KZT 42,500 for 2019, 
which equals USD 112.72 ((Trading Economics, 2019),(xe.
com, 2019)) It is decided every 1st of January and regula
tions regarding the minimum wage is found in the Labor 
Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan where government 
have all the decision power. The limit applies for all parts 
of the country, and it is calculated on a basis of work un
der normal conditions, that also fulfill the set monthly 
work norm (WageIndicator.org, 2018).
 

Wages Across Sectors and Regions
As probably expected, different sectors of the econo
my have different wages. Wages in Kazakhstan av
eraged 75,804.60 KZT/Month from 2000 until 2019, 
reaching an alltime high of 174,642 KZT/Month in 
December of 2018 (Trading Economics, 2019). A study 
conducted by the World Bank ranged different sectors 
relative to agriculture and found that mining and the 
extraction industry in 2013 made an average of 84% 
more than similar wage workers in agriculture. Those 
same figures for the finance, insurance and real es
tate industry amounted to approximately 35% the 
same year, while wages in the educational sector was 
in average 15% higher than for similar wage workers 
in agriculture (Strokova, Elzir, & Margolis, 2016, s. 18).
The same study also found that urban workers on av
erage made a 1618% higher wage than for those in ru
ral areas. These differences are common in other parts 
of the world as well, and usually only reflects a higher 
demand for workers in the urban areas. But the study 
also found huge differences in regional wages, where 
for example the wages in North Kazakhstan was 9% 
lower than the national average, while in Mangystau 
the wages were 51% higher than the national aver
age. These kind of differences are often due to barri
ers of mobility rather than differences in cost of living. 
(Strokova, Elzir, & Margolis, 2016, s. 19)

Income Equality
Many economist argues that income equality has sig
nificant impact on a country’s mediumterm growth 
(OECD, 2014) The Gini coefficient measures the devia
tion of the distribution of income among individuals 
or households within a country from a perfectly equal 
distri bution. Kazakhstan’s ranking is 26.9 (2015) (UN 
Development programme, 2019). A value of 0 repre
sents perfect and absolute equality while a value of 100 
represents absolute inequality. With a Gini co efficient 
of 26.9, Kazakhstan is ranked at 56th in the Human De
velopment Index (UN Development programme, 2019). 
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Issues of Labor Abuse
There have been found evidence of child labor abuse 
in Kazakhstan. The minimum age for work in the 
country is 16 years of age, while in 2017 there was an 
estimated 3.2% of the children between 5 and 14 that 
was working. The sectors affected were agriculture, 
industry and services, where cotton farming and hu
man trafficking being the worst form of child labor 
abuse. Out of about 8000 and 11000 conducted in
spections in 2016 and 2017 it was found 60 and 7 cas
es of child labor violations, respectively. The govern
ment is found to arrange programs that address child 
labor abuse and imposing policies to prevent and 
eliminate the problem. (United States Department of 
Labor, 2017)

Abuse of migrants and violations of migrants’ rights 
have been noted by human rights activist. Due to the 
labor migrants from neighboring countries in central 
Asia often are unskilled and seek manual labor, they 
are exposed to abusive practices and dangerous work. 
They often have an unregulated legal status and do not 
know their rights, which can lead to the lack of working 
contracts, low wages, long working hours, poor work
ing conditions etc. In addition to this the International 
Labor Organization indicated limited or no access 
to the judicial system, social support and the health 
system for these kinds of migrants. (United States 
Department of State Bureau of Democracy, Human 
Rights and Labor, 2017)

Gender Equality
There are significant differences in terms of equal out
comes for women and men in the political, economic 
and social sectors. In addition, the traditional roles be
tween men and women stands strong, often imposing 
women with a double workload consisting of home re
lated tasks and employment in the laborforce. Women 
living in rural areas are a vulnerable group due to strict 
traditional norms of marriage, higher unemployment 
rate in the household in general, early marriage of girls 
and low income often due to seasonal labor being the 
only source of income. However, Kazakhstan have al
most reached gender parity for access to education, as 
well as women representing the majority of students 
in higher educational institutions amounting to 64% of 
total students studying’ for their master’s degree and 
58% of all doctoral students. Despite women’s high 
level of education compared to men both vertical and 
horizontal discrimination is present in the labor mar
ket, concentrating women in three traditional sectors; 
education, health and services.

In terms of policy, a commission was established in 
2006 to address the problem, but lacked both author
ity and operational capacity to oversee gender equal
ity in the nation. However, a new “Concept for Gender 
and Family Policy” is set to place a greater focus on 
gender budgeting across all sectors. One sector that 
stands relatively strong is the participation of women 
in the political system. But hence this, gender equality 
legislation is poorly enforced across the nation. Lastly, 
gender equality does not seem to be a part of the strat
egies that is to guide the country towards 2050, like 
“Kazakhstan 2030” and “Kazakhstan 2050”, in addition 
to the lack of genderspecific goals that could have ac
tually measured a potential progress in the equality be
tween women and men. (Turakhanova & Dubok, 2017)

Gender and Wage Gap
One study has found that the wages of women on aver
age is 67% that of men (OECD, 2017). Most likely due 
to skill accumulation there is also a significant differ
ence in wages by age. Wages seem to increase until the 
age of 45, where they also tend to decline from about 
45 and above. (Strokova, Elzir, & Margolis, 2016, s.18)

Social Tax and Non-Monetary Benefits
In Kazakhstan every employer must pay a flat 9,5% 
social tax for every employee. There is no a maximum 
threshold for the social tax base, but some payments 
are exempt from the tax. Some of these exemptions 
are for instance reimbursement for medical expenses 
(up to a certain amount), reimbursement of business 
expenses and payment received for unused vacation. 
The social tax is paid monthly on the 25th of the follow
ing month of the salary payment. (KPMG, 2018)

Besides the social tax all employers must contribute 
to the State Social Insurance Fund. This contribution 
applies for all local employees, employees with a per
manent residence permit and citizens of the Eurasian 
Economic Union. In total all employers must pay 3,5% 
of gross pay in contributions up to a maximum amount 
of KZT 282,840 (USD 740). On the other hand, the so
cial insurance contribution is creditable against the 
social tax and will because of this not represent as an 
additional tax burden on the employer. (KPMG, 2018)

Starting 1st of January 2018 all employers must pay an 
Obligatory Medical Insurance Contribution (OMIC) for all 
local employees, foreigners holding a residence permit 
and citizens of the Eurasian Economic Union. The rate is 
set at 1,5% of gross income up to a maximum monthly 
income of KZT 424,269 (USD 1110). (KPMG, 2018) 
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Infrastructure

With its strategic geographical position and enor
mous landmass, Kazakhstan has the potential to 
act as an efficient gateway between the east and 
the west. Situated in the heart of Central Asia, there 
are few countries more suited for the task. Howev
er, in order to live up to its potential, Kazakhstan is 
highly dependent on a functional and efficient in
frastructure to succeed. The World Economic Forum 
(2017) ranks Kazakhstan’s infrastructure at a 68th 
place out of 137 countries in the world, well ahead 
of some of its closest neighbors Kyrgyzstan (109th) 
and Tajikistan (99th) in the Global Competitiveness 
Report (GCR) of 20172018. It has nonetheless a far 
way to go to reach a top placement, and the Global 
Infrastructure Hub (2018) estimates the country lack 
investments of US$84bn to match the performance 
of their best performing peers. Acknowledging need 
for improvement, the government launched the Nurly 
Zhol program in 2014 (EFE, 2017). This US$9bn in
vestment aims to improve infrastructure and make 
Kazakhstan a major Eurasian transportation hub, 
with the Western Europe – Western China highway 
as one of its flagships. Nazarbayev also included in
frastructure improvement in his “Modernization 3.0” 
announcement in 2017, aiming to push Kazakhstan 
into the top 30 most developed countries by 2050 
(Kazakhstan Strategy 2050, 2019).
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Roads
Kazakhstan ranks 115th in quality of roads in the GCR 
of 20172018. Norway, in comparison, ranks at a 58th 
place. Enormous distances and harsh winters make it 
understandably hard to maintain high road quality in 
Kazakhstan. Roads in the largest cities are generally 
well developed, while the quality can be expected to 
drop in rural areas. A 2013 report suggested 9,987km 
(43,1%) of roads had defects and 6,443km (30,6%) of 
roads were crumbling (Tengrinews, 2013). 

The government has implemented drastic measures 
in recent years in order to acquire satisfactory road 
quality, and achieve its goals to become a key Eura
sian connection point. In 20152019, 7,000km of high
ways were reconstructed or constructed and another 
10,000km repaired, according to the Minister for In
vestments and Development (Zhussupova, 2018). 
The Nurly Zhol program has allocated approximately 
US$2.2bn to improve highway quality. A key goal is to 
generate revenue from toll roads, and Kazakhstan is 
expected to collect US$90.3mill annually from 2020 
(Satubadina, 2017). The capacity of freight traffic and 
high traffic roads is planned to double, while time 
spent on the road is planned to be reduced by 1.5fold. 
The Kazakhstan Highway Research Institute (KazNor
DII) has recently developed a digital road assessment 
system which goal is to easier discover road deficien
cies and cut repair costs, hopefully improving road 
quality further (Staff Report, 2018).
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Railways
The national railway company Kazakhstan Temir Zholy 
(KTZ) operates the vast network of railways in Kazakh
stan (KTZ, w.y), which impressively stretches for more 
than 16,000km (10) and connects into neighboring Chi
na, Russia, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. 
Norway has slightly more than 4,000km of railway in 
comparison. It is not only in length Kazakhstan sur
passes Norway, but also on the GRC of 20172018. Ka
zakhstan comes out 32nd, while Norway is number 36.
 
Improvement of the railway system is also a part of 
the Nurly Zhol program, and the government has made 
substantial progress since its announcement. First 
Vice Minister of National Economy Ruslan Dalenov 
said under a government meeting in late 2018 “as of 
today, the overhaul of 805 kilometers of railway tracks 
is complete (Zhussupova, 2018).” Perhaps the big
gest recent railway project in Kazakhstan, and Eur
asia, is a new railway linking from China via Kazakh
stan, Turkmenistan and Iran into Europe. The goal is 
to compete and eventually replace the TransSiberian 
railway, which has been the available train transport 
route between China and Europe. Deputy Foreign Min
ister Roman Vassilenko stated in 2017 that 25 large 
freight trains travel across Kazakhstan on their way 
from China to Europe each year, “a trend that will con
tinue to increase exponentially” (EFE, 2017). Ahead of 
the opening of the 2017 Expo in Astana, Kazakhstan’s 
largest and most modern railway station opened as 
part of the infrastructure surrounding the expo. It has 
the capacity to handle 35,000 passengers, and is ex
pected to receive 54 trains per day.

Airports
Kazakhstan received a score of 4 (where 7 is highest) 
on quality of air transport infrastructure on the GRC 
of 20172018, resulting in a 90th place. Norway sits at 
number 10. Kazakhstan currently has 170 airports with 
paved runways, and 179 without (CIA, 2019). The largest 
is Almaty International Airport, while the second larg
est is the Astana Nursultan Nazarbayev International 
Airport. The latter opened a brand new international 
terminal ahead of the 2017 Expo. Air Astana is the 
country’s largest and most popular airliner, with more 
than 60 domestic and international routes (Air Astana, 
2019). In 2009, the European Commission blacklisted 
all Kazakh airliners, with sole exception of Air Astana, 
from operating to Europe. However, sufficient meas
ures were made, and the ban was lifted in 2016 (Mor
row, 2016). Kazakhstan has seen a climb in the number 
of both passengers and routes recently. A rise of 9.6% 
saw 6.7 million people travel by air in 2018, and a num
ber of new international routes were established.

Internet and Phone Lines
Internet usage has increased rapidly in Kazakhstan, 
from 31.6% of the population in 2010, to 76.8% in 2015 
(ITU, 2019). This is far ahead of neighboring Kyrgyzstan 
(30.2%) and Uzbekistan (42.8%). The internet penetra
tion level in Norway is 96.8%. The mobile phone net
work in Kazakhstan is welldeveloped and almost 50% 
of the population use smartphones (Newzoo, 2018). 
There are many internet providers in Kazakhstan, 
with partly state owned KazakhTelecom as the larg
est. They provide the national data transfer network, 
which interlinks the largest cities. Other major provid
ers are Transtelecom, Kaztranscom, Astel and Arna.
 
Internet is under heavy government surveillance in Ka
zakhstan, and several websites have been shut down 
temporarily or permanently. The purpose is to crack 
down on opposition and keep their word from spread
ing. Social media is also under monitoring. 

Water and Sewage
The government in Kazakhstan have made significant 
efforts to improve water supply and sanitation ser
vices in the country, both through the Drinking Water 
Programme and the Ak Bulak programme (OECD, 2016, 
p. 9). It aims to provide 80% of the rural population and 
100% of small town residents with centralized water 
supply services by 2020. However, water quality and 
sewage management is a big issue in Kazakhstan to
day. The water quality is not good, and the tap water 
is not safe to drink (Lonely Planet, 2019). United Na
tions Development Programme (UNDP) adviser Zhanar 
Sagimbayeva declared that the water infrastructure 
does not meet bacteriological standards and affect 
the health of the population (DeLorenzo, 2017). Con
ditions are most critical in rural areas, but also urban 
areas suffer from bad water quality. Kazakhstan is 
struggling with a lack of water access and could face 
trouble if not addressed and fixed. The country also 
faces issues concerning sewage management. Raw 
sewage is often released directly into filtration beds 
or landfills. Both urban and rural wastewater treat
ment plants are in an unsatisfactory condition. While 
access is good in urban areas, about 80% of the rural 
population have toilets outside their homes (Berndts
son, Hjort & Tussupova, 2016).

Electricity Grid
The quality of electrical supply was ranked 82nd in the 
GCR 20172018. Norway ranks best in this category. Af
ter independence, Kazakhstan struggled in the power 
generation industry, with production and consumption 
falling substantially. Today, the situation has improved 

drastically (Kadrzhanova, 2013). Only about 1% of the 
rural population is not connected to the power grid. 
Energy sources in Kazakhstan are dominated by fossil 
fuels, making up 86%. 14% came from hydroelectric 
plants, and other renewable sources supplied the re
maining 1%. Due to its share size, Kazakhstan struggle 
to supply all its area and rely on Russian imports in 
some parts. Kazakhstan also exports power to Russia, 
Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. 

Kazakhstan has an enormous potential for renewable 
energy production, particularly from wind. The country 
has the potential to generate ten times as much power 
currently needed from wind power alone (UNDP, w.y). 
In 2017, the government committed into generating 
50% of total electricity with renewable resources by 
2050 (Bnews, 2017). 
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Startup Ecology

Small and Medium Enterprises (SME)
Kazakhstan has many SMEs spread out over the entire 
country. According to the OECD, Kazakhstan has 11.2 
SMEs per 100 working age population, which is sig
nificantly higher compared to not only many western, 
industrialized nations (USA 1.9, Germany 4.0), but also 
to emerging markets (Brazil 2.2, Mexico 4.3). This is 
also reflected by the 2.6 million selfemployed people 
(48% women), who account for ca. 30% of the popula
tion. However, the majority of these SMEs are small, 
operate with low productivity and are organized in the 
informal market (OECD, 2018).

Over the first decade of the century, the number of 
SMEs has grown by 12% p.a., employment within 
these companies increased by 10% and GDP by 19%. 
However, at the same time, the average size of SMEs 
has decreased. Therefore, many privatelyowned busi
nesses create only marginal income even if they ex
press the general willingness to grow their business. 
Partially this can be explained by the low population 
density on the countryside, where distribution of re
sources is inefficient, and businesses are simply not 
scalable. The fact that most SMEs operate in the trade 
and retail sector, where margins are naturally rather 
low, completes this puzzle. In contrast, mid and 
largesized corporations focus on the more capital
intensive construction and manufacturing industry. It 
is furthermore to mention, that mediumsized com
panies are generally rather scarce, whereas large 
stateowned corporations have a strong influence on 
the economy and employ roughly 33% of the working 
population in Kazakhstan. However, the government 
has started in 2016 a largescale privatization process 
of stateowned businesses, which is expected to sup
port a growing private sector development and further 
innovation (OECD, 2018). 

Positive Vibes for Entrepreneurship
Business creation and entrepreneurship in general 
is nowadays seen positively in the society. In figures, 
60% of the adults in the country value entrepreneur
ship as a preferable career choice, and roughly 80% 
acknowledge it as a high status symbol. Entrepre
neurialism is also not only a fascination, as almost 
65% perceive that they are capable to start a ven
ture, and more than 50% see also opportunities to 
successfully establish a flourishing business. Addi
tionally, the fear to fail has decreased over the past 
decade significantly: while in 2007 more than 40% of 
the population saw an issue in failing a business, only 
18% are afraid of it in 2017. These facts are rounded 
up by more than astonishing 46% of the adult popula

tion with actual entrepreneurial intentions. For com
parison, 15% of adults in China have entrepreneurial 
intentions, 11% in the EU and less than 4% in Japan 
(OECD, 2018).

Talent Pool
Kazakhstan has also a lot of educated young indi
viduals looking for employment. In 2012/13, more 
than 170,000 higher education and ca. 185,000 tech
nical and vocational trained graduates entered the 
job market. But as the private sector is not grow
ing fast enough, there are not enough jobs to place 
these young talents, who consequently escape into 
informal work and are pushed into entrepreneurship. 
Further development of entrepreneurial education 
and access to funding for young individuals could 
help to nurture more productive and scalable busi
ness and job creation opportunities (OECD, 2018). 
First steps in that direction have already been taken 
in 2016 when the government initiated together with 
the World Bank the ‘Skills and Job Project’ with a 4 
year time horizon to improve the relevance of high
skilled education and employment outcomes in the 
country (World Bank, 2015). As of January 2019, the 
process has been due to its’ underperforming imple
mentation and progress restructured, as only $5m of 
the $140 million budget have been disbursed thus far 
– further development of this matter it therefore yet 
to be seen (World Bank, 2019). Anyhow, the country is 
equipped with a large number of highly educated and 
trained talents who, if pooled together with appropri
ate guiding, have the potential to kickstart innovative 
business ideas.

Digital Kazakhstan
The circumstances for such pooling are naturally much 
more favorable in the larger cities of the country, spe
cifically in Nursultan City (renamed after Nazarbayev’s 
resignation, former Astana). After Nursultan City host
ed the EXPO in 2017, the festival location in the south 
of the city became home to one of Kazakhstan’s most 
prestigious innovation plans. The former exhibition 
pavilions are today the location for a setup of various 
technological and financial projects, such as the Asta
na Hub, Astana International Financial Center (AIFC), 
the Green Technologies Center and the ITUniversity. 
All of these entities are components of the ‘Digital 
Kazakhstan’ governmental program, which was initi
ated in 2018 and aims to transform Kazakhstan into a 
digital economy by 2022. Milestones of the project are, 
among others, the development of highspeed elec

tronic infrastructure for data storage and processing, 
and the creation of a startup friendly en vironment to 
attract Central Asia’s most talented techentrepre
neurs. Specific goals are reaching the 30th place in the 
world index of information and communication tech
nologies and attracting startup investments of ca. 
$180 million (Digital Kazakhstan, 2019).

Astana Hub
Specifically interesting for the success of the project 
is Astana Hub. The international IT and startup ac
celerator hub were ceremoniously opened by former 
President Nazarbayev in November 2018 and is lo
cated in the International IT Park of the venue (Central 
Asia News, 2018). It is currently home to more than 
200 projects and startups, more than 60 investors and 
plays therefore a significant role in the development 
of the hightech startup culture in Nursultan City 
(Astana Hub, 2019). Startups located in the ca. 10,000 
square meter building have, after successfully pass
ing the application process, free of charge access to 
coworking spaces, meeting rooms, R&D zones, con
ference halls and recreation areas, as well as a 0% tax 
rate (see special economic zones in the taxation sec
tion) (Kazinform, 2018).

Astana International  
Financial Center (AIFC)
Just across the street from Astana Hub is the AIFC 
located. The ca. 57,000 square meters in two former 
exhibition pavilions is home to several structural divi
sions of the AIFC, including the administration, inter
national court, stock exchange and several banks. The 
area is planned to be expanded to 82,000 square me
ter (Expo2017, 2019). Build after the role model of other 
inter national financial centers such as Dubai or Singa
pore, the AIFCs’ goal is to become the financial hub of 
Eurasia. With China’s One Belt initiative, large invest
ments into the region are expected – the AIFC is hence 
an approach to set up a financial hub in the heart of 
Kazakhstan. At the same time, it creates the finan
cial infrastructure for the funding of the technological 
transformation discussed earlier. Currently, the stock 
exchange of Kazakhstan is based in Almaty, which at
tempted to establish the city as a financial hub back in 
2004. Reasons for the failing of this plan are manifold, 
but can mainly be sourced to old legislative issues that 
have been overcome as well as insufficient infrastruc
ture in Almaty. Nursultan City aims to attract foreign 
investors with a focus on hightechnology, crypto
currencies as well as tax cuts (see special economic 
zones in the taxation section). It is however yet to be 
seen whether Nursultan City can establish itself, de
spite its’ isolated location and harsh temperatures, as 
Eurasia’s financial headquarter (Forbes, 2018).
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Oil and Gas

Kazakhstan is a country with a wide range of natural 
resources from coal, minerals, uranium, oil and gas 
and the energy sector makes up around 20.4% of total 
GDP in 2016. (NER,2017) Proven reserves of the natu
ral resources put Kazakhstan amongst the top coun
tries in the world, with crude oil reserves of 30 billion 
barrels as of January 2018 according to Oil & Gas Jour
nal (O&G Journal, 2017). Energy sector and export of 
resources has been increasing since independence of 
Kazakhstan. Around two thirds of total export are the 
energy sector, and accounts for 50% of state budget 
revenues. Foreign direct investments into the country 
go mostly into this sector, which plays a crucial role in 
the country’s economics.

The oversupply of US shale oil in 2014 affected global 
crude prices, energy companies and further invest
ment into the sector. Looking at the global energy 
policy, renewable energy is on the rise and energy 
transition plays a bigger role in governmental policies. 
Expo 2017 Astana’s theme “Future Energy” reflects 
this trend. The Ministry of Energy has set forth the 
country’s green visions in the coming decades where 
renewable energy plays a bigger role.

However, the oil and gas (O&G) industry will play a tran
sitioning role in this shift. Natural gas has been viewed 
as the key “bridge fuel”, allowing a flexible energy 
source with less greenhouse emissions as countries 
transition from baseload coal. This section will dive 
deeper and provide a quick insight into the sector. De
spite challenges in Kazakh O&G sector looking forward, 
there are opportunities for competent firms to create 
value and benefit from Kazakhstan’s natural resources.

This section will consider estimates by other analysts 
to give a belief of the market overviews and does not 
reflect actual estimates of production or exports. 

Production outlook
Ranking number 2, behind Russia, in Eurasia region 
in terms of crude oil reserves gives Kazakhstan major 
potential in global production. Oil production in Ka
zakhstan has been on the rise since the 1990s from 
ca. 25 MMt/y (million metric tonnes per year) to the 
peak in 2013 at ca. 80 MMt/y. (NER,2017) With over
supply of shale oil and declining prices, production fall 
for 3 consecutive years before rising again in 2016.

According to OPEC, annual liquids output increased 
from 1.73 MMb/d (million barrels per day) in 2017 to 
1.81 MMb/d in 2018 (OPEC, 2019). The fourth quarter 
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of 2018 was affected by decline in global oil prices, 
worries of global economy slowdown and geopoliti
cal uncertainty. In January this year, the Energy Min
ister agreed to begin reducing production in January 
to stabilize energy prices in accordance with OPEC 
deal. Kazakhstan plans to reduce production output 
by 0.8 MMt in 2019 from 90.3 MMt in 2018. (Reuters, 
2019) As of February, the country did not reach the tar
get cutback in January and has a production of 2’082 
Mb/d (thousand barrels per day), compared to OPEC’s 
total production of 31,020 Mb/d (Bloomberg, 2019). In 
comparison, estimates of 1st quarter nonOPEC supply 
is 63.34 MMb/d (OPEC, 2019) Ramping production of 
US on top of the issues mentioned above, forces OPEC 
to result to these measures looking forward. To match 
1st quarter target set by OPEC, Kazakhstan will have to 
cut off production in the following months.

In the longrun, the Ministry of Energy foresees nation
al output to reach 2.43 MMb/d in 2030 before declin
ing to 1.83 MMb/D in 2040 (NER, 2017). The increase is 
mainly due to potential offshore projects and creating 
attractive investment environment in the future.

Gas reserve in Kazakhstan is listed as of 1 January 2016 
at 4.01 trillion cubic meters (Tcm) with approximately 
98% of the located in western Kazakhstan. Of the 4 Tcm 
of gas reserves, 2.27 Tcm is held in solution with liquid 
hydrocarbons and 1.74 Tcm to be free gas. (NER, 2017)

Kazakhstan’ gross natural gas production has been 
on the rise in recent years up to 46.4 billion cubic 
meters (Bcm) in 2016. Due to the nature of gas pro
duction, production outlook will be heavily tied to oil 
production. There is little chance that development 
in gas production alone due to low gas prices in the 
domestic prices, both upstream and in the consumer 
market. The consensus is that Kazakhstan is expect
ed to remain a net gas exporter. The ministry of en
ergy’s strategic plan forecast a 47.5 Bcm in 2020. IHS 
Markit’s outlook of 47.6 Bcm in 2020 and 76.8 Bcm in 
2040, reflects a more optimistic view of the country’s 
future oil production. (NER, 2017) Global energy share 
of natural gas might increase demand for natural gas 
due to need of baseload generation with energy tran
sition and cut down of coal.
 

Export outlook
Kazakhstan exported about 1.3 mb/d of oil or around 
75% of production in 2017, according to EIA estimates 
(US. Energy information Administration, 2019). As of 
2016, most of Kazakhstan’s crude through Russia 
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and over 94% of international crude exports transit
ed Russia by pipeline or rail. This enforces the coun
try to maintain good relations with the country. The 
major transportation is through the Caspian Pipeline 
Consortium (CPC), however, investments in transport 
infrastructure towards their Eastern neighbor, China, 
have occurred in the past few years. With China’s for
eign policy, one belt one road, crude oil export routes 
towards the East might prove handy in the future.

Export destinations are distributed as shown in the fig
ure below. (US. Energy information Administration, 2019)

With energy policies in Europe shifting towards the 
cut down on fossil fuels, the country’s traditional ex
port destination might experience some geography 
changes. The two growing economic forces in Asia, 
China and India, will be key players in the global de
mand market. As of now, Kazakhstan is not exporting 
large volumes of its crude to China. National Energy 
Report 2017 forecasts export growth to 2.2 MMb/d by 
2030 and increase to 2.6 MMb/d. (NER, 2017)

Historically, Kazakhstan exported 12.7 Bcm in 2016 
with 12.3 Bcm to Russia and 0.5 Bcm east to China. In 
the southern regions, the country imports gas from its 
neighbor, Uzbekistan. Transmission costs across the 
country is high, and exports through Russia to Europe 
is problematic. Being major exporters themselves, 
Russia will protect its interests in the European mar
ket. As of the end of 2018, KazTransGas and Petro
China International signed an agreement in October to 

send 10 Bcm of gas to China next year, as the country 
tries to soften the impact of the trade war with the U.S.

The main gas pipelines in Central Asia, connects Uz
bekistan, Turkmenistan, allowing them to send gas to 
China via Shymkent in Kazakhstan. With a capacity of 
55 Bcm, the country’s bottleneck of pipeline capacity 
to China could be solved. Located between Europe and 
Asia, Kazakhstan gas industry benefits from its geo
graphic flexibility if energy infrastructure is sufficient 
to support its exports (Nikkei Asian Review, 2018).

Region and players
The major oil producers in Kazakhstan are Tengizchev
roil, Karachagnak Petroleum Operating, KazMunayGaz 
(KMG) , North Caspian Operating Company (Kashagan) 
with the latter being an offshore field with the largest 
oil field discovery in almost 50 years since 1968 (NER, 
2017). KMG is the national company and owns stakes 
in most of the country’s major oil and gas assets. The 
company must also hold a 50% stake in all new off
shore contracts in the country.

There are 172 oil fields in the country’s area, where 
80 are under development. More than 90% of the oil 
reserves are concentrated in the 15 largest fields. 
Tengiz, Karachaganak and Kashagan are the largest 
oil fields in the country. Western Kazakhstan is where 
almost 70% of the hydrocarbon reserves are located, 
with significant potential offshore reserves undiscov
ered in the Caspian Sea (KMG, 2017).

The country gas output comes mainly from the Ka
rachaganak and Tengiz projects. The breakdown of 
2016 natural gas production is shown in the graph be
low (NER, 2017)

An important concern for players entering the mar
ket is the relationship between Kazak companies and 
Russian entities. In the light of US sanctions against 
certain firms and individuals in Russia, duediligence 
work will be essential for companies interested in the 
country. As demand faces geographic shift towards 
the east, major investment into pipelines will play a 
big role for Kazakhstan’s O&G export to connect pro
duction in the West to growing demand in the East.
 

Challenges and Opportunities

Exploration and oil services
Offshore reserves in the Caspian Sea are mostly un
discovered with the Kashagan oil field being the first 
commercial offshore field. Investments in drilling and 
oil services decline during the oil downturn in 2014. 
The number of exploration activity declined dur
ing the period constraining the O&G value chain. In
crease in technical competency and financial invest
ments into the upstream sector are necessary for the 
growth of the sector.

Energy Transition
Energy transition from baseload coal generation to 
renewable energy that has unstable generation need 
greener and predictable generation like natural gas. 
With demand shifting from the West to other emerg
ing markets, we will also expect to see a geographic 
shift towards bigger importers in the East. Even with 
renewable energy on the rise, Kazakhstan’s geograph
ic location can allow it to benefit from rising energy 
demand across the globe. Geopolitical stability across 
the world and transmission infrastructures must be in 
place for Kazakhstan.

Investment & Business Climates
Kazakhstan has positioned itself to foreign investors 
through a series of tax laws, regulations and subsoil 
code. The ministry has also put forth a series of actions 
to attract a range of direct investments and technolo
gies. This is especially important in terms of develop
ment of geological exploration to hinder depletion of 
O&G reserves after 2050. The country’s partnerships 
with Eurasia Economic Union, combined with EUKa
zakhstan relations and rising activities with China are 
factors that fuel increase foreign participation in the 
O&G sector. Political stability within the region and 
amongst its neighbors play another role in the attrac
tiveness of the country. 

Figure 5.3. Kazakhstan’s (gross) natural gas production by largest producers in 2016
(million cubic meters)

TengizChevroil: 15.076,7

CNPC-Aktobemunaygaz: 5.763,9

Zhaikmunai: 1.265,6

All others: 1.348,7

Mangistaumunaygaz: 756,9

KazAzot: 745,3

Kazakhoil-Aktobe: 614,6
North Caspian Operating Co.: 605,5

Kazgermunay: 598,3

Tarbagatay Munay: 470,5

Karachaganak Petroleum Operating Co.: 17.658,8

© 2017 IMS MarkitSource: IMS Markit: Ministry of Energy
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Source: tradingeconomics.com I Academy of Statistics of the Republic of Kazhakstan
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Minerals and Mining 

General facts
Kazakhstan’s mining and metallurgy sector is among 
the nation’s largest. As of 2016 this sector accounted 
for over 9% of GDP and about 18% of the total indus
trial production. The national mineral and resources 
base consist of about 5000 fields with a net worth of 
$46 trillion dollars. About 30% of the country’s annual 
revenue has its origin from mining industry exports, 
where an estimated 80% of total mining production 
is exported, accounting for 20% of Kazakhstan’s total 
exports. (Kaznex Invest, 2016)

A closer look at the resources
Kazakhstan possesses virtually all elements of the 
periodic table as natural resources. Mines and ex
tractions points is located in almost all regions of 
the country. Uranium is extracted from the central 
and southern part of the country, coal from the cen
tral part, complex ores, like gold and copper, is mainly 
found in central and eastern parts of the country, while 
iron ore is found in the northern parts. (Kuatbekov & 
Abdreyeva, 2018)

Kazakhstan is the number one producer of uranium 
in the world, whereas 55% of their produced uranium 
was exported to China in 2014. As of 2019 Kazakhstan 
does not operate any nuclear power plants. The nation 
is placed at top 8th and 10th in the world for reserve and 
production of coal, respectively. Russia and Ukraine 
are their biggest export markets.

Tin is in short supply throughout the world market due 
to the nearly 50% world consumption of the electron
ics industry in Japan and China. In relation to this Ka
zakhstan holds the current largest undeveloped tin 
depository in the world, Syrymbet. (Koryakovtseva & 
Novak, Kazakhstan’s Mining Industry, 2015)
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Figur 2: Kazakhstans world ranking for natural resources production 

(Koryakovtseva, Novak, & Ghanshamdas, 2016)

Figur 3: Kazakhstan’s world ranking for natural resources reserve  

(Koryakovtseva, Novak, & Ghanshamdas, 2016) 

Figur 1: Kazakhstan Mining Production 2009-2019(Trading Economics, 2019)

Laws and regulations
All subsoil resources are, under Kazakhstan’s Con
stitution, owned by the state and mining rights are 
granted by the national government mainly through 
tenders. The Ministry of Energy regulates uranium 
and coal production, while the Ministry of Invest
ments and Development regulates the rights for all 
other minerals. Further, the mining industry is char
acterized by a great deal of state control over the 
activity of the mining companies. Usually there is 
given six years of exploration rights and 25 years of 
production rights, and if the deposits are unique or 
large this is extended to 45 years. The laws on the 
mining industry have been regulated by the Law on 
Subsoil and Subsoil Use dating back to the 24 of June 
2010. However, as of June 2018 these laws were re
placed by the Subsoil Code which differentiates the 
mining industry from the O&G industry to a greater 
extent. It also offers amendments in matters like pro
cedures for granting mining rights, potential changes 
in allocation of powers between industry regulators, 
changes in procedures for transfer of mining rights 
and more. The industry is, as in most other countries, 
also regulated by the Tax Code, the Labor Code, the 
Land Code, the Environmental Code etc. (Kuatbekov 
& Abdreyeva, 2018)
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Agriculture 

Agriculture is one of the key sectors of the Kazakh 
economy, with as much as 74% of the land area be
ing suitable for farming, the agricultural sector is a 
key pillar for both social and economic development 
of Kazakhstan. According to official statistics, the 
share of capital investment in agriculture increased 
from around US$291 million in 2004 to around US$1 
billion in 2014, with the gross agricultural output being 
around US$ 13 billion, almost five times more than in 
2004. The Kazakh state acts as regulator, policymaker, 
landowner and the main financier in the agricultural 
sector. It is also the owner of a network of state agen
cies, quasicommercial enterprises and academic 
institutions involved in agricultural production, certi
fication, licensing and research. The few largerscale 
private agribusinesses operate mainly in grain and 
milk production and distribution. Most of the private 
sector is small scale and fragmented, consisting of 
local cooperatives and individual parttime farmers. 
Small holdings and households are the main agri
cultural producers, accounting for more than 56% of 
total output, while larger agricultural enterprises ac
count for 20% and collective farms for about 24% of 
agricultural output. The two key subsectors within 
agriculture in Kazakhstan are livestock and grain. The 
rich soil and climate provide ideal conditions for grow
ing wheat, barley, rice, corn, millet and buckwheat, 
still, no less than three quarters of all agricultural land 
is used for grazing.

Grain
Wheat dominates the grain sector and is Kazakhstan’s 
largest nonextractive export product, in addition 
to being an important input into the livestock sec
tor. Kazakhstan is one of the world’s leading wheat 
producers, capitalizing on the country’s large stock 
of rainfed land, as well as the relatively low cost of 
labor. However, the sector has struggled to modern
ize and improve productivity, and it currently faces an 
uncertain future with the majority of leading produc
ers in financial distress. There is a strong rationale for 
including wheat as one of the deepdive sectors in 
the diagnostic, both from its market potential and its 
development impact potential. Attracting new invest
ment and improving management, while restructuring 
incentives to promote productivity, could have a major 
impact on the competitiveness of the sector and help 
Kazakhstan to more than double its exports.
 
Kazakhstan has several sources of comparative ad
vantage in the wheat sector, beginning with the coun
try’s large stock of arable land, the majority of which 
is planted with wheat. Kazakh producers also benefit 

from relatively low production costs due to low land 
costs, inexpensive labor, and lower prices for some 
chemicals and fertilizers. Despite its inherent advan
tages, the wheat sector remains characterized by very 
low levels of productivity. A more competitive wheat 
sector would be characterized by greater productivity 
among leading producers, a smaller and more strate
gic focus of state support and subsidies so that non
viable producers exit the market and remaining pro
ducers invest in productivity, and some diversification 
away from grains into legumes. Under such a scenario, 
Kazakhstan could see a reduction in land planted with 
wheat by up to 25 % (immediately increasing produc
tivity from the exit of lowproductivity producers). This 
figure of 25 % is a government target for crop diversi
fication based on the share of land that may be more 
productive for legumes than wheat. Shifting or rotat
ing to legumes will bring soil quality improvements, 
diversi fication benefits, and, most importantly, pro
vide an input into the livestock sector, where Kazakh
stan has a strong competitive opportunity visàvis 
growing demand in western China. Improved produc
tivity would allow Kazakhstan to significantly expand 
its market share among major buyers including China, 
the Islamic Republic of Iran, and the Caucasus. Under 
such a scenario, Kazakhstan could nearly double the 
size of its wheat sector, and more than double exports, 
on a midterm time horizon.
 
The wheat sector currently produces about US$2.36 
billion in annual production, with just over onethird of 
this being exported and the remainder going to domes
tic consumption. Kazakh yields for wheat average at 
just 1.09 tons per hectares, while in Ukraine, it is more 
than doubled; 4.01 tons per hectares. Key constraints 
to productivity include poorly structured state support 
mechanisms that incentivize production over produc
tivity, outdated management practices at the firm lev
el, poor quality of inputs, and challenges in both the 
availability and timing of finance. In addition, the sec
tor is dominated by a small number of large firms and 
a few SOEs that are engaged in the value chain in ar
eas such as input supply, offtake, and financing. Anec
dotal evidence suggests that these larger firms enjoy 
preferential access to inputs or public good resources, 
and this may be crowding out new investment.
 
The contrast between export markets saturated by 
Kazakh producers and those with a small Kazakh 
presence has numerous implications for growth of 
the sector. First, even in a commodity market, Kazakh 
producers do not face much competition in exports 
to Central Asia. This is due both to the poor level of 
transportation infrastructure in these landlocked 
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economies, as well as the strong business links be
tween the larger exporters and importers. However, 
the largest market in the region is in China, which has 
sufficient transport infrastructure and demand such 
that the cost of transportation plays a minor role in 
wheat competitiveness, undermining any bene fits 
Kazakhstani producers might have gained from prox
imity. As a result, Kazakhstani producers face little 
competitive pressure to improve productivity be
cause they have access to a largely captured market 
in Central Asia.
 
Achieving a significant increase in productivity would 
require largescale reforms to the state support 
mechanisms in the wheat sector, the exit of lowpro
ductivity producers that are dependent upon state 
support, improvements in the quality of transport and 
logistics, restructuring of large farms to bring in new 
private capital, and improvements in the quality of 
management practices in the sector. Bringing in new 
private investment to enable technology and skills 
transfer will be essential.
 

Livestock
For a country with a long nomadic history, it is not 
surprising that stockbreeding is the traditional and 
dominant agricultural sector. Sheep breeding is pre
dominant, while cattle breeding and the raising of 
pigs, horses and camels are also well developed. Ani
mal husbandry typically accounts for about 4550 % 
of the production value in agriculture in Kazakhstan. 
Primary meat products include beef, veal, chicken, 
horse, lamb, pork and rabbit. Beef dominates produc
tion, but poultry is growing rapidly. Kazakhstan has 
a large and stable beef production industry, second 
only to Uzbekistan in Central Asia for the size of the 
industry. Sheep production has also grown steadily 
from a lower baseline, although in 2016 production 
declined, potentially signalling a plateau in growth. 
Poultry, an industry where Kazakhstan has the larg
est production in Central Asia, is growing rapidly at 
over 8 % annually and will soon exceed sheep as the 
second largest meat production in the country. All 
three segments are beginning to benefit from greater 
investment in industrial production, although such 
investment is concentrated among a small number 
of large firms. Nonetheless, with better manage
ment and technology, the scope to increase produc
tion and productivity is significant. While the live
stock sector has demonstrated steady growth over 
time, this has been driven by increasing domestic 
demand and import substitution. Exports of animal 

products still comprise a small share of total produc
tion, growing from USD77 million in 2005, or 0.31 % of 
exports, to just USD145 million or 0.36 % of exports 
in 2015. Even when oil and gas and metals are ex
cluded, animal products currently comprise just 2.2 
% of exports.
 
Improving competitiveness in the livestock sector and 
building an export market will require a range of ac
tions both at the firm and economywide levels. The 
Government provides subsidized loans to agricultural 
enterprises, subsidies for machinery upgrades and 
construction, statefunding of organizations devel
oping veterinary and phytosanitary sectors, the provi
sion of subsidies for industrial energy costs. It also 
waved import duties on farm equipment, raw mate
rials and spare parts, and exemption from corporate 
income and property taxes. Expanding the livestock 
sector has significant economic and development 
impact potential. Even under conservative growth 
scenarios, the sector has potential to expand rapidly 
as domestic production takes an increasing share in 
the total market. Growing this domestic market will 
also bring a host of direct and indirect benefits in
cluding greater job creation in the sector, with many 
new jobs being higher productivity, the development 
of upstream services such as testing, logistics, dis
tribution, packaging, marketing, and so on; and even 
improvements in food safety. As domestic demand 
drives the development of the domestic industry and 
improved standards and productivity, Kazakhstan can 
look toward growing exports, both to traditional and 
nontraditional markets.
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Renewable Energy

Overview
Kazakhstan’s low population density and stone cold 
winters put the country in terms of electricity supply 
and consumption in a difficult initial position. Con
necting every single citizen in the country to the elec
tric grid is due to extremely expensive infrastructure 
investments economically not reasonable, and the 
harsh temperatures in the cold season demand enor
mous amounts of electricity for heating. Most of the 
country’s energy is generated in the natural resource 
rich northeastern region of the country. But since 
the majority of the country’s population resides in 
the south, the generated power has to be transported 
across long distances, which causes combined with 
inefficient transmission networks losses of the ini
tially generated electricity (EBRD, 2015). Additionally, 
more than 70% of that domestically generated elec
tricity originates from coal and almost 80% from fossil 
fuels, whereas only 12% come from hydropower and 
less than 1% are generated from wind and solar en
ergy. Consequently, the energy sector is responsible 
for ca. 80% of Kazakhstan’s carbon emissions (US De
partment of Commerce, 2018).

Until 2010, Kazakhstan was a net exporter of electric
ity. But driven by the strong economic performance 
of the last decade, the demand in electricity has in
creased drastically and the country consumes nowa
days more than it produces, making it a net importer of 
electricity (US Department of Commerce, 2018). This 
trend is expected to continue at a rate of ca. 2.5% p.a. 
increase in energy demand until 2030. In order to cope 
with this outlook, the current infrastructure and old 
power plants require modernization, maintenance, as 
well as new investments (EBRD, 2015). As of 2017, Ka
zakhstan’s total electricity capacity accumulated ca. 
22 GW, even though the available capacity amounted 
due to inefficiencies around 18.8 GW. This is a sig
nificant increase from 2015, where the figures were 
around 19.8 GW and 15 GW, respectively (US Depart
ment of Commerce, 2018; EBRD, 2015).

Renewable energy policies  
and development strategies 
The government has noticed the challenges and 
initiated several initiatives to not only increase the 
energy supply, but to also transform the sector into 
renewable and alternative energy sourcing. The poli
cies aim a decentralized organization to ensure a 
betterbalanced distribution and a transition from 
fossil fuels to renewable sources. The most impor
tant to mention is the 2013 introduced ‘National Con

cept for Transition to a Green Economy up to 2050’, 
which is part of Kazakhstan’s 2050 Strategy and aims 
to meet 50% of Kazakhstan’s domestically generated 
energy capacity by renewable and alternative energy 
sources by 2050 (Kazakhstan Green Energy, 2019). 
Milestones along the way, (3% by 2020 and 10% by 
2030) are to observe the longterm performance of 
the transition (US Department of Commerce, 2018). 
In addition, the country has undertaken steps to 
focus on sustainable water resource conservation, 
agri culture and waste management, as well as initia
tives to reduce carbon emissions (Kazakhstan Green 
Energy, 2019).

Generally, the potential for environmentally friendly 
energy sources is unarguably high in Kazakhstan. This 
accounts especially for the so far underdeveloped wind 
and solar energy industry as the country’s large steppe 
landscape regions and high sun radiation are particu
larly favorable for these energy sources (EBRD, 2015).

Hydropower
The 15 largest hydropower plants account for roughly 
13% of Kazakhstan’s total generating capacity, which 
is a rather small proportion compared to its’ neighbor
ing countries, but reflects the majorly flat geography 
(EBRD, 2015). The plants are primarily located in the 
northeast region of Kazakhstan along the Irtysh River, 
which flows from China through Kazakhstan. Further 
potential for hydro power development lies in the west 
of the country, where despite notable resources ener
gy is still imported from Russia (US Department of 
Commerce, 2018).

Solar power
Kazakhstan’s potential of solar power is estimated be
tween 3.9 and 5.4 TWh, which is equivalent of ca. 5% 
of the annual electricity consumption. The solar ra
diation in most regions of the country is considerably 
high, but most plants are located and planned in the 
southern areas of the country, as they have a lower ra
diation volatility from their hemispheric location com
pared to northern located plants (EBRD, 2015). An ex
ample is the planned and in December 2018 financed 
100 MW solar power plant, located in the Zhambyl 
region in the south of the country (EBRD, 2018). Fur
ther projects that have been part of the ‘Activities for 
Alternative and Renewable Energy’ plan is scheduled 
to begin operation by the end of 2020, accumulating 
more than 700 MW of electric capacity (EBRD, 2015).

Wind power
Due to the vast steppe geography with large open 
spaces, wind energy offers the most promising renew
able energy potential in Kazakhstan. In ca. 50% of the 
country, the wind speeds average between 4 to 6 me
ters per second, making it worthy for energy genera
tion. The windiest areas comprise the Caspian Sea ter
ritory, the vast open spaces in central Kazakhstan, as 
well as the northern region. However, since the sector 
is yet almost nonexistent, significant investments are 
required in order to harvest these resources. Given the 
previously emphasized long distances, this includes 
the development of infrastructure for transportation 
routes for the construction of potential plants, as well 
as far reaching grid links. Additionally, the power gen
erating equipment needs to be resistant to extreme 
temperatures, as especially in central and northern 
Kazakhstan temperature changes of up to 100 de
grees Celsius can occur. This may require additional 
technological investments (EBRD, 2015). However, the 
governments has targeted to build 5 GW capacity in 
wind power by 2030 (UNDP, 2016).

Outlook
Since the energy transition towards green energy in 
Kazakhstan has just begun in recent years, the po
tential for the renewable energy sector is bright. With 
the increasing expertise, regulatory and further fi
nancial incentives, the market barriers will further 
decrease and attract also more private investments. 
Among the renewable energy sources, wind and so
lar energy are the most promising for rapid growth in 
the upcoming years and decades. The vast open land
scape is an ideal case for wind energy, while the south 
provides optimal circumstances for solar panels. It is 
therefore no surprise that the UNDP expected in 2016 
additional investments in wind and solar power 
that would create 1 GW and 250 MW new capacity by 
2021, respectively. Should these trends continue as 
expected, then Kazakhstan will establish itself as a 
strong nation of green economic development in Cen
tral Asia, and it will also become more independent 
from fossil fuels.
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Emerging Industries

Construction
The economic growth in Kazakhstan has had a posi
tive effect on the development of the construction in
dustry. From 2011 to 2015, the construction industry 
experienced positive growth driven by public and pri
vate sector investments. Despite the recent slowing 
down of Kazakhstan’s economy due to low oil prices 
and strong dependence of the Russian Rouble, there 
is still a demand for all types of construction services 
(OECD 2017). In addition, there is a need for a full range 
of civil engineering, including research and develop
ment, management contracting and construction 
management. One of the most rapidly growing sectors 
is the construction of residential buildings. In 2012, the 
Government approved the «Affordable Housing 2020» 
program which intend to stabilize the supply of new 
residential construction. According to this program, 
by 2020, 3.125 million square meters of rental hous
ing will be built. In 2015, Kazakh private companies 
accounted for 76.1% of all construction output in the 
country, while foreign entities accounted for 23.2%, 
and stateowned enterprises only accounted for an in
significant 0.7% of total output. Since this, the market 
share of foreign contractors has increased notably, as 
the total value of new construction output generated 
by foreign contractors in 2015 rose by 63.5% in year on 
year comparison and by almost 30% the first half of 
2016 (Europa Property 2016).
 
There is a strong demand for high quality imported 
products and materials used in the finishing and 
renovation process, such as wall and floor cover
ings, ceiling products, doors and windows, kitchen 
and bathroom equipment, plumbing and electrical 
equipment and hardware. Due to the government’s 
emphasis on import substitution and the diversifica
tion of industry, many opportunities exist for suppli
ers of manufacturing machinery and systems as well 
as suppliers of new technologies. While the oil and 
gas sector will be the major purchaser of architec
ture, construction, and engineering services for years 
to come, there is demand for these services in many 
other sectors, including construction, renovation and 
conservation of residential buildings and industrial 
and public utilities as well as design and assembly 
services (ITA 2015).

Information Technology 
The Kazakh Information Technology sector represents 
a growing and dynamic market that is especially at
tractive for International market players, although the 
sector account for only a small share of the Kazakh 
economy, this sector provides examples of innovative 

and creative business models. The Digital Kazakh
stan state program was approved in December 2017, 
a program that aims to improve the competitiveness 
of Kazakhstan’s economy and quality of life through 
the progressive development of the digital ecosystem. 
The plan is to implement the program within five years 
from 2018 until 2022 in five key areas: digitization of 
the economy, transition to digital government, imple
mentation of the Digital Silk Road, human capital 
development and creating an innovation ecosystem 
(Astana Times 2018).
 
Astana Hub International Technology Park is being 
set up as part of the Digital Kazakhstan national 
program. Astana Hub is a legal entity which owns a 
designated and equipped area with favorable condi
tions for startups, such as a coworking area, ex
change of experience, attraction of potential inves
tors and experts. Despite the wide diversity of cases, 
available examples of Kazakh IT startups allow us 
to identify some common features. First, many of 
them have benefited significantly from both finan
cial and nonfinancial assistance from Kazakh and/
or international donors. Second, their strategy often 
relies to a certain extent on the state as a main or 
“pioneer” buyer. Some other innovative ideas rely on 
good ICT infrastructure and actions against prob
lems which are typical in most emerging countries, 
including corruption and counterfeit goods (Digital 
Kazakhstan 2018). 

Tourism 
According to the World Economic Forum’s Travel and 
Tourism Competitiveness Report 2017, travel and tour
ism industry GDP in Kazakhstan was $3.08 billion, or 
1.6% of total GDP, and by 2025, the government plans 
to increase it to 8%. Even though factors hampering 
an increase in tourist visits are said to include high 
prices, “shabby infrastructure”, “poor service” and 
the logistical difficulties of travel in a geographically 
enormous, underdeveloped country, the geographical 
size and diversity of the country, plus relatively well
developed infrastructure, means that tourism has po
tential to grow (Tengrinews 2014). 
 
In 2016 Kazakhstan received 6.5 million tourists, and 
the government is thoroughly preparing to host even 
more foreign and domestic guests, by strengthening 
existing institutions, developing tourism infrastruc
ture and raising the quality standards of tourism ser
vices. One of the important steps is the creation of 
the national tourist office to promote the country’s 

tourism industry in the national and international 
markets. (Kazakh Embassy 2018). The Tourism Indu
stry Development Plan 2020 is an initiative that aims 
to establish five tourism clusters: Astana City, Al
maty City, East Kazakhstan, South Kazakhstan and 
West Kazakhstan. It also seeks investment of $4 
billion and the creation of 300 000 new jobs in the 
tourism industry by 2020. Kazakhstan established a 
visafree regime for citizens of 45 countries includ
ing European Union and OECD member states, the 
US, UAE, South Korea, Australia and New Zealand 
(Tengrinews 2014).
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Ease of doing business

Business Culture
 

The word “Kazakh” means “a free and independent 
nomad” in ancient Turkish, and the core of the Kazakh 
culture draws on their original nomadic way of life. For 
centuries, Kazakhs have travelled along the steppes of 
Kazakhstan from western China to the southern bor
der of Russia, and thus the culture has also been heav
ily influenced by its neighboring countries. Modern Ka
zakhstan is open to foreign investment, international 
cooperation and immigration, and offers interesting 
business opportunities. However, those wishing to in
vest or do business in Kazakhstan should be aware of 
the unique Kazakh business culture and etiquette.
 
In Kazakhstan, the formality and structure of greet
ings reflect the position a person has in society. Nor
mally the less senior person would extend their hand 
first to show respect and deference. Make sure to 
shake hands with every person if you are meeting with 
a group of people, and to do the same when leaving. 
Initial introductions tend to be relatively informal, but 
as a general rule it would be prudent to use titles and 
surnames. You should, however, expect to be invited 
to use first names relatively early on. Business cards 
have much significance attached to them in Kazakh
stan, and exchanging business cards is common prac
tice. Business cards should be translated into English 
and Russian, and when receiving a card it is polite to 
take a minute to look at it carefully before putting it 
away. Dress conservatively in formal business attire. 
Dressing too casually could be interpreted by your 
hosts as an insult, as it may be perceived as you not 
taking the situation seriously.
 
Establishing close personal contacts is key to all busi
ness dealings in Kazakhstan. Kazakhs prefer to get to 
know a person before entering into business with them 
and committing themselves to business decisions. Ka
zakhs are known for being extremely welcoming to for
eigners, and you are likely to be invited to the home of 
a business associate during your time in Kazakhstan. 
Such an invitation should always be accepted, as turn
ing it down would be considered a slight to the host. 
It is polite to bring along a small gift, such as sweets 
or pastries. As many Kazakhs are practicing Muslims,  
it is best not to give alcohol as a gift.
 
Business in Kazakhstan tends to take longer than in 
most western societies, so patience is key. Gener
ally speaking, business meetings in Kazakhstan are 
somewhat unstructured and open to variation and 
will almost certainly last longer than they would in 
Western societies. The importance that is attached to 
interpersonal relationships in Kazakh society means 

that your colleagues will only feel comfortable enter
ing into business with someone whom they know and 
whom they feel has shown them sufficient respect. As 
a result of this, the communication style you experi
ence may feel less direct than what you are used to, 
as there will be a certain amount of probing and small 
talk before business matters will be discussed.
 
When it’s time to get down to business, Kazakhs can 
be tough negotiators and might become very vocal 
and seemingly argumentative when negotiating. This 
is common and should not be interpreted as personal 
dislike. Even though Kazakhs are known for their love 
of argument and debate, make sure that you avoid 
openly contradicting or arguing with someone who is 
more senior than you, as this will be seen as disre
spectful. The business world in Kazakhstan is defined 
by a strict hierarchy and all decisions will usually be 
made by senior management in a “topdown” fashion. 
Therefore, you should avoid trying to press too hard 
for a commitment unless you are dealing with the up
per echelons of the company or the business owner. 
(Kwintessential 2018)
 

Business hours: 9am to 6pm, Monday to Friday.

Business language: Although the official language 
is Kazakh, Russian is the first business language of 
Kazakhstan, and it may therefore be advisable to 
arrange for any important documents to be trans
lated into both Kazakh and Russian. English is the 
second business language in Kazakhstan. When 
visiting prospective business partners, it is im
portant to confirm in advance whether they speak 
English or not.

Gender equality: Women are largely seen as equals 
in business settings.
 

Don’t assume that all Kazakhs are of the same religion or 
ethnicity. While people generally are relatively tolerant and 
open, some sensitivity exists between the many religious 
groups and ethnicities.

As many people in Kazakhstan are Muslim, it is not un
common for them to take breaks from work during the day 
for prayer. Be aware of this as you do business with Ka
zakhs and try to schedule appointments around the prayer 
schedule if necessary.
 
Don’t expect a written contract for every decision or deal 
made. If you are on good terms with a Kazakh and have 
a solid relationship of trust and mutual understanding,  
often a handshake is enough to ‘seal the deal’.
 
There is generally only one key decision maker, a position oc
cupied by the most senior person in the company. Those in 
a more subordinate position represent the business during 
meetings but do not have the authority to make decisions.

(Communicaid 2018)
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Corporate Social  
Responsibility

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) describes the 
importance of undertaking measurements to con
tribute to sustainable economic development. This 
may involve fair trade, anticorruption measurements, 
compliance with human and labor rights as well as en
vironmental protection or, in other words, to work with 
employees and entire communities to improve their 
quality of life. However, the perception and standards 
of CSR differ greatly between countries, and multi
national corporates have to find the balance between 
creating a competitive advantage and respectful be
havior. Often the competition is at the expense of the 
environment as regulatory and legal frameworks leave 
space for loopholes, especially in developing and 
emerging markets where the focus is on economic de
velopment (OECD, 2014).

Acknowledgment by the  
Government and Paryz Award
Once a questionable business environment is estab
lished, it becomes even harder to fight. Consequently, 
an early stage setup of responsible business behavior 
in countries like Kazakhstan can lead to sustainable 
development right from the start. The government has 
acknowledged this and has called foreign and national 
businesses to support the sustainable development 
goals. To set an example, President Nazarbayev has in
itiated the Paryz award at the National Forum on CSR 
to recognize achievements in the field and incentivize 
others to follow by integrating responsible decision
making (Prime Minister of Kazakhstan, 2015). The 
government also called more than 200 companies and 
organizations to sign an agreement to promote the UN 
Global Compact principles, with special emphasis on 
social and labor relations (OECD, 2014). Additionally, 
Kazakhstan’s sovereign wealth fund SamrukKazyna, 
initiated in 2012 a CSR policy to ensure longterm 
sustainable investments, as well as inhouse compli
ance with common CSR standards (SamrukKazyna, 
2013). Yet, the country still has a long way to go when 
it comes to human and labor rights, which we will dis
cuss later in this section.

Importance of CSR  
for the Private Sector
As the government increased its’ emphasis on corpo
rate social responsibility policies, active CSR manage
ment should be a key element of corporate governance 
management of companies operating in Kazakhstan. 
The majority of large domestic and international cor
porations with business in Kazakhstan have acknowl

(2015), or regional environmental projects as the 
Astana Green Bridge program. But these programs 
will take time to undo the negative effects of decades 
of pollution, which is also displayed in the Yale Uni
versity environmental performance index, where the 
country is only ranked on place 101 in world with a 
score of 54 out of 100 (EPI Kazakhstan, 2019). In order 
to leave the decadelong negative environment lega
cy behind and to ensure the further improvement of 
the recently adopted policies, corporations operating 
in Kazakhstan need to maximize their environmental 
protection contribution.

Human and Labor Rights
After the independence in 1991, Nursultan Naz
arbayev seized power as the first president of the 
country and remained for almost 30 years in office, 
until he just recently resigned in March 2019. His au
thoritarian presidency focused on economic develop
ment, but was detrimental to democratic structures 
in the country. The Kazakh government is for instance 
known for preventing or breaking up nonviolent 
antigovernment demonstrations, as well as the 
prosecution and silencing of open government crit
ics (Human Rights Watch, 2019; UN, n.d.). The World 
Freedom House, a benchmark for human rights, al
lots Kazakhstan only 22 out 100 possible points in 
its’ freedom ranking and declares the country over
all as ‘not free’. Especially when it comes to political 
rights, where Kazakhstan is awarded with the lowest 
possible rating of 7 (where 1=most free and 7=least 
free), the country has undoubtedly its’ flaws. The low 
score is due to unfair presidential and parliamentary 
elections as well as oppressive acts against the op
position, such as prosecution and imprisonment of 
honest critics of the ruling government. This is also 
displayed in the composition of all important commit
tees and major parties, who all supported President 
Nazarbayev until his recent resignation. Further more, 
the media is controlled by the government or by pro
government forces, who do not allow critical voices 
either (Freedom House, 2018). Even though President 
Nazarbayev has recently resigned, his era is also due 
to his increasing age slowly coming to an end, which 
may create opportunities for human right reforms 
in the country, driven by a new government (Human 
Rights Watch, 2019).

Kazakhstan has, according to the constitution and 
several labor regulating laws, recognized a wide 
range of fundamental labor rights, such as the right 
to strike, freedom of association, the right to nego

edged the importance of CSR and have implemented 
socially responsible strategies in their framework. 
However, since more than 30% of the workforce in Ka
zakhstan is employed in smallmedium sized enter
prises, many of these businesses do not have the ca
pacities or the motivation to sacrifice potential profits 
for CSR policies (OECD, 2014).

Anyhow, the Norwegian Foreign Ministry encourages 
and expects all businesses operating abroad to act 
ethically to ensure the longterm shareholder value. 
This implies not just superficial frameworks, but the 
actual integration of responsibility in a company’s 
values and compliance follow ups of these values by 
the management. Companies should focus on climate 
change and the environment, human and labor rights, 
as well as anticorruption measures in their CSR 
frameworks, on which we will take a closer look in the 
following (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2016).

Climate Change and Environment
Under the Soviet Union, environmental protection was 
almost not existent in Kazakhstan. After the independ
ence in the 1990s and the openingup of the econo
my, the country experienced highspeed economic 
growth, fueled especially by extensive extraction of oil 
and gas. However, this had drastic consequences for 
the environment, as many domestic and multinational 
firms took advantage of weak legislative regulation to 
maximize profits, which in turn resulted in high carbon 
emissions, inefficient waste management and other 
environmental damage (OECD, 2014). The sources of 
pollution are also different by region within the coun
try. According to the United Nations in 2008, the min
ing and metallurgy industries accumulated with 1.3 
billion tons of waste for the largest share of pollution 
in East Kazakhstan, whereas power plants and metal 
ore production accounted for the biggest polluters 
in the Almaty region in the South. In the West of the 
country, most of the waste originates from the oil and 
gas industry. The United Nations further emphasized 
in their report the high levels of pollution in Kazakh
stan, specifically in oil and gas extraction areas, as 
well as an underestimation of the consequences at 
that time (UNECE, 2008). This is partially originated by 
inadequate monitoring of the pollution loads, driven 
by insufficient funding. 

However, by now the government has addressed 
these issues through various environmental protec
tion programs, such as the Environmental Code in 
2007, The Strategic Plan of Environment Protection 

tiate collective agreements, the elimination of child 
labor, and the prohibition of forced labor. President 
Nazarbayev has also expressed further development 
of the existing legislation in the Kazakhstan 2050 
project (OECD, 2014). However, Human Rights Watch 
has repeatedly reported the suppression of inde
pendent trade union activities, imprisoning and at
tacks on trade union leaders as well as violent break 
ups of peaceful strikes (Human Rights Watch, 2019). 
And also the OECD agree that trade union legislation 
passed in 2013 restricts the formation of trade unions 
and the right to strike. Trade unions need for instance 
to have joined organizations in other regions of the 
country, which in turn negatively affects remote ar
eas. Also, foreign funded unions are prohibited by law. 
The established perception is that governmentcon
nected unions may be favored over independent ones 
(OECD, 2014).

Corporations have also taken advantages of the 
fragmented political frameworks, as displayed by 
numerous reports of prevention mechanisms to form 
trade unions. Employees who try to form or join an 
unfavored union are often threatened or fired, and 
negotiations about the improvement of working 
conditions are known to be difficult (Human Rights 
Watch, 2019; OECD, 2014). However, corporations 
operating in Kazakhstan are expected to follow 
and respect international labor standards, such as 
adopting human resource management or local rep
resentatives from the workforce for collective bar
gaining. Corporations should also use their influence 
to push and support the government in the further 
development of human and labor rights, in order to 
establish better and more ethical operations in the 
longterm (OECD, 2014).
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Taxation

Taxation Regime
The taxation system of Kazakhstan is based on the 
Code No. 120VI of the Republic of Kazakhstan on 
taxes and other obligatory payments to the state 
budget, dated 25th December 2017. The code is in itself 
uniform and consistent, regulated by international 
agreements and based on the nature of payment of 
taxes on revenues, equity and other mandatory pay
ments (KPMG, 2018). The system enforces general tax 
principles, levies and the payment of taxes, where the 
taxation period for both corporations and individuals 
is the calendar year (KPMG, 2018). This part of the re
port describes the most important taxes and incen
tives in the following.

Corporate income tax (CIT) 
Kazakh tax residence are companies that have been 
established under Kazakh law or if its place of man
agement and control is located in Kazakhstan. Resi
dent companies are taxed on worldwide income, 
whereas nonresidents are taxed only on Kazakhstan
source income (Deloitte, 2018). Nonresidents doing 
business in Kazakhstan through a permanent estab
lishment are taxed on the PE’s profits, calculated in 
basically the same way as for residents. Nonresidents 
that derive Kazakhstansource income otherwise 
than through a permanent establishment are taxed by 
withholding (EY, 2018).

The general CIT rate is fixed at 20%. In addition, net 
income (after deduction of CIT) of a nonresident’s per
manent establishment in Kazakhstan is subject to a 
branch profits tax at a rate of 15%. This is usually re
duced by tax treaties. The tax period is a calendar year. 
The declaration deadline for the CIT is March 31st of the 
year following the reporting period. In general, all tax
payers (with certain exceptions) are required to take 
part in the CIT advance payment procedure. An estima
tion of the tax liability for the year has therefore to be 
made and the respective installments paid monthly no 
later than the 25th day of the month (EY, 2018).

Controlled Foreign Company  
(CFC) rules 
Controlled foreign companies (CFC) tax legislation ap
plies to residential companies with a minimum of 25% 
shareholding or control (by IFRS) in a tax haven entity 
or an entity that has an effective tax rate of less than 
10%. Consequently, any CFC involvement should be 
announced to the tax authorities by a Kazakh resident. 
The respective part of the CFC’s profit for the reporting 
period should be included in the aggregate annual in

come of a Kazakh resident for Kazakhstan income tax 
purposes (CIT or PIT, respectively). That said, the CFC 
taxation rules envisage certain potential deductions, 
exemptions, and tools for the elimination of double 
taxation to some extent (Deloitte, 2018; EY, 2018).

Withholding tax (WHT) 
A withholding tax is levied on most types of Kazakh
stansource income paid to nonresidents that are 
not registered for tax purposes in Kazakhstan and in 
special due care violations even to those who are. Tax 
agents withhold tax from a nonresident’s gross Ka
zakhstan source income. Any taxregistered entity 
that pays Kazakhstan source income is potentially a 
tax agent. Kazakhstan has a Double tax treaties with 
Norway, Finland and Sweden. Based on these treaties, 
5% applies to dividends paid to companies owning at 
least 10% of the payer and a 15% rate applies to other 
dividends. The withholding tax on interest and royal
ties is 10%. However, these benefits are also subject 
to the Tax Code’s documentation rules. Under the Tax 
Code, tax agents should submit a withholding tax 
return by the following deadlines: (i) for the 1st – 3rd 
quarters no later than the 15th day of the 2nd month 
following the quarter when a WHT obligation arose, (ii) 
for the 4th quarter no later than 31 March of the fol
lowing year (EY, 2018).

Value added tax (VAT) 
All taxpayers registered for VAT purposes are required 
to accrue VAT on their taxable supplies, as well as cal
culate and report their VAT obligations. For a VAT payer, 
taxable turnover is the total of practically any type of 
supply it makes (e.g., sale, exchange or gift) of goods, 
work and services, and the total of its acquisitions of 
work and services from nonregistered nonresidents. 
A limited number of nontaxable and exempt sup
plies are excluded from this rule. Goods and services 
are VATable if, under placeofsupply rules, they are 
deemed to be supplied in Kazakhstan (EY, 2018).

Turnover from export sales of goods, international 
transportation services, sales of oil and lubricants 
by airports when fueling aircraft of a foreign air car
rier engaged in international transportation, sales of 
goods to a SEZ taxed at 0% VAT. The tax legislation 
provides for several types of turnover and imports, for 
example, certain financial services, certain services 
rendered by noncommercial organizations, imports 
of certain assets included in a governmentapproved 
list, exempt from VAT. A taxpayer’s VAT liability is cal

culated as output VAT (i.e., VAT charged by the tax
payer) minus input VAT (i.e., VAT paid by the taxpayer 
to its suppliers, reversecharge VAT and import VAT) in 
a given reporting period. The excess of input VAT over 
output VAT may generally be carried forward against 
future VAT liabilities (EY, 2018).

The VAT rate is 12%, and the tax period for VAT is a 
calendar quarter. The submission deadline for VAT re
turns is the 15th day of the second month following 
the reporting period. The VAT payment deadline is the 
25th day of the second month following the reporting 
period (EY, 2018). 

Under placeofsupply rules, certain services are 
deemed to be supplied in the location of the business 
activity of the purchaser of services (e.g. consulting, 
auditing, engineering, design, marketing, accounting, 
advocacy, etc.). Where such services are rendered by 
a nonresident not registered for VAT purposes in Ka
zakhstan, the Kazakhstan purchaser of these services 
is required to selfassess and pay VAT to the budget 
via a reversecharge mechanism (EY, 2018). 

Since January 1st 2019, all taxpayers are obliged to is
sue electronic VAT invoices for their operations. The Vir
tual Warehouse is an electronic invoicing module that 
enables control of the transfers of goods in automatic 
mode from import / production in Kazakhstan to sale to 
a final consumer or export. Since January 1st 2019 the 
Virtual Warehouse is the obligatory platform for the re
porting of all goods included in the list of goods subject 
to reduced import customs duties (EY, 2018).

Transfer Pricing issues 
Kazakhstan’s transfer pricing legislation has wide ap
plicability for all businesses. The impact for subsoil 
users is particularly broad. 

Transfer pricing rules potentially apply to all cross
border transactions, regardless of whether the parties 
are in any way related. In certain cases (e.g., transac
tions of subsoil users involving the sale of hydrocar
bons and minerals), transfer pricing control also ap
plies to domestic transactions if they are related to 
crossborder transactions (EY, 2018). 

Except for transactions with agricultural products, there 
is no safe harbor in terms of deviation from the market 
price. At the same time, the law does, in theory, recog
nize that there may be a range of market prices. In de
termining market prices under the comparable uncon

trolled price method, adjustments to prices are allowed 
in at least some cases, except where one of the parties 
to a transaction is registered in a tax haven (EY, 2018). 

Transfer pricing documentary requirements include: 

• CountrybyCountry Reporting  

• Notification on participation in an international 
group of companies  

• Transfer pricing monitoring documentation  

• Transfer pricing documentation justifying the 
appropriateness of applied prices

 
Applicability of the above documentary requirements 
should be determined on a casebycase basis, de
pending on specifics of the transactions (EY, 2018). 

Personal income tax (PIT) 
Nonresidents are taxed on Kazakhstansource in
come only, regardless of where it is paid. They are 
charged progressively from 5% to 20%. Income is 
deemed to be from a Kazakhstan source if it is derived 
from work performed in Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan
source income also includes, but is not limited to, in
terest income from residents and nonresidents having 
a permanent establishment in Kazakhstan and divi
dends from resident legal entities. 

For tax purposes, individuals are considered resi
dents if they are present in the country for more than 
183 days in any consecutive 12month period ending 
in the current tax year. A tax agent is responsible for 
withholding and remitting income tax from payments 
made to both resident and nonresident individuals. 
In case employmentrelated Kazakhstan source in
come is paid outside Kazakhstan, the local tax agent 
is generally still required to run a shadow payroll. If a 
tax agent is not available in Kazakhstan, resident and 
nonresident individuals are responsible for the cal
culation of PIT liabilities and filing a Kazakhstan tax 
return. The filing deadline for a Kazakhstan tax return 
is 31 March of the year following the reporting year, 
and the income tax liability, if any, must be settled 
within 10 calendar days of the filing deadline.

Individuals who are tax nonresidents of Kazakhstan 
are not required to file a Kazakhstan tax return if their 
Kazakhstansource income is subject to withholding 
in Kazakhstan (EY, 2018). 
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Import and export  
formalities and customs duties 
Kazakhstan is a part of the unified customs territory 
of the EAEU along with Armenia, Belarus, Kyrgyzstan 
and Russia. The EAEU, which came into being on 1 
January 2015, envisages free movement of goods, ser
vices, capital and labor within its borders. The EAEU 
envisages unified customs legislation, as well as tar
iff and nontariff regulations for the import of goods 
from third countries. The EAEU establishes various 
types of customs clearance procedures, including re
lease of goods for internal consumption, temporary 
import, reimport, bonded warehouse, dutyfree shops, 
transit, export and other customs procedures. Goods 
imported from third countries and customs cleared or 
produced/sufficiently processed in an EAEU member 
state are transported without customs control/decla
ration within the EAEU (EY, 2018). 

EAEU member states apply the Common Customs Tar
iff with regard to goods imported from third countries. 
It determines the rates of import duties and the clas
sification of goods. Under the Common Customs Tariff, 
rates of import duties, which are normally based on a 
percentage of the customs value of goods, generally 
vary from 0% to 25% or are fixed in US$/euro per unit 
of measurement. Each EAEU member state sets its 
own rates of export duties. For the purpose of estimat
ing export duties, a customs declarant should apply 
the rates of the EAEU member state in which goods 
are submitted for the export procedure. Export duty 
rates in Kazakhstan vary from 3% to 30% of the cus
toms value or are fixed in US$/euro per unit of meas
urement (EY, 2018). 

The customs value of goods imported from and ex
ported to third countries which are not members of 
the EAEU is determined based on 6 methods of cus

toms valuation, the main one of which is the transac
tion value method. In Kazakhstan, the customs value 
of goods is not determined when goods undergo the 
customs procedures of customs transit, bonded ware
house, destruction, refusal in favor of the state or spe
cial customs procedures (EY, 2018). 

Kazakhstan and the World  
Trade Organization (WTO) 
On 30 November 2015, Kazakhstan became the 162nd 
member of the WTO. According to Kazakhstan’s sched
ule of concessions, the country undertook an obliga
tion to reduce import duties by 2% to 5% on nearly 
3,500 items of goods, or reduce them to 0%, depend
ing on the type of goods, within five years of accession 
to the WTO. To this end, the EAEU has adopted a list 
of goods (the Withdrawal List) that qualify for lower 
import duty rates than those set out in the Common 
Customs Tariff of the EAEU. The Withdrawal List cur
rently contains 2,475 items, including pharmaceuti
cals, agricultural products, precious stones and met
als, textiles, vehicles and others. In line with its EAEU 
obligations, Kazakhstan undertook commitments not 
to allow goods on the Withdrawal List that are import
ed into Kazakhstan at lower customs duty rates from 
WTO members to be exported to other EAEU member 
states (EY, 2018). 

Within the framework of accession to the WTO, Ka
zakhstan undertook a tariff obligation under which 
the calculation of the export duty rate for crude oil 
is based on a formula within which the rate is estab
lished on a monthly basis by the Ministry of Finance 
of Kazakhstan based on the monthly average market 
price of crude oil. 

Tax Incentives for Investors
Kazakhstan provides various ways for investors to en
joy benefits stemming from the investor’s type of ac
tivity. In order to enjoy certain investment incentives, 
the investor should enter into an investment contract 
with the Investment Committee of the Ministry for 
Investment and Development. It is important to note 
that the investment contract is to be concluded with a 
Kazakhstan legal entity, which may be a subsidiary of 
a foreign company. 

The Entrepreneurial Code of Kazakhstan distinguish
es three types of project that may be implemented un
der investment contracts: 

1. Regular investment projects, for setting up new, 
or expanding and renewing existing production 
facilities.  

2. Priority investment projects, for setting up new 
production facilities with investments of no less 
than US$14,100,000, or expanding and renewing 
existing production facilities with investments 
of no less than US$35,255,000.  

3. Special investment projects, to be carried out 
by legal entities registered as participants of 
special economic zones, or by owners of a free 
warehouse or by legal entities that have entered 
into an agreement on the industrial assembly of 
motor vehicles. 

Below we outline types of incentive provided to inves
tors depending on the project to be implemented un
der the investment contract: 

1. Regular investment projects 
• exemption from import VAT and customs 

duties  

• inkind grant (freeofcharge land lease 
rights, title to land plots and equipment) for 
the maximum amount of up to 30% of the 
overall investment  

2. Priority investment projects 
• exemption from customs duties  

• inkind grant (freeofcharge land lease 
rights, title to land plots and equipment) for 
the maximum amount of up to 30% of the 
overall investment tax incentives, specifically: 

  a reduction of CIT by 100% for up to 10 
years for new production facilities and 3 
years for the modernization of produc
tion facilities

  the application of zero rate land tax for 
up to 10 years 

  the application of zero rate property tax 
for up to 8 years  

• investment subsidies if the investments are 
no less than US$35,255,000 (compensation 
of up to 30% of expenditures on construction 
works and procurement of equipment during 
the implementation stage)  

3. Special investment projects 
• exemption from import VAT and customs duties
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Agreement on the  
refining of solid minerals 
There is a new benefit for subsoil users who have con
cluded agreements to refine solid minerals with the 
Committee. Subsoil users should invest no less than 
US$49,360,000 in order to enjoy investment incen
tives. The type of incentive would depend on the type 
of activity to be carried out by the subsoil user, i.e. ei
ther regular investment activity or priority investment 
activity. Since this provision was adopted just recently, 
the regulation will not be quite clear until supporting 
bylaws are adopted (EY, 2018).

Special economic zones 
Special economic zones (‘SEZ’) are specialized ter
ritories of Kazakhstan with defined boundaries and 
with a special legal regulatory regime in order to sup
port certain priority activity. The list of such priority 
activities is determined by the Order of the Minister 
for Investment and Development. The Order identifies 
priority activities for 10 different SEZ in Kazakhstan. 

• Companies duly registered as participants of an 
SEZ may enjoy the following benefits: 
the SEZ territory is categorized as a free cus
toms zone 

• freeofcharge land lease rights  

• tax incentives, specifically:
  a reduction of land and tax by 100% 
  a reduction of CIT by 100% 
  a reduction of social tax by 100% (only for 
the Park of Innovational Technology)
  a simplified procedure for hiring foreign labor. 

Examples for SEZ are the Astana Hub International 
Technological Park and Astana International Financial 
Center (AIFC). Astana Hub is a part of the Digital Ka
zakhstan national program, in which it is a legal en
tity that owns a designated and equipped area with 
favorable conditions for startups. That comprises a 
coworking area, exchange of experience, attraction 
of potential investors and experts. Astana Hub is open 
since November 2018 (EY, 2018).

The AIFC was established for the purpose of drafting 
and establishing beneficial conditions for investors. It 
is expected to become a hub for foreign and local in
vestors, and various (namely, financial, market and an
cillary) service providers by establishing common law 
as the governing law within the jurisdiction of AIFC. 
The setup is structured similar to wellknown inter
national financial centers, such as Dubai International 
Financial Center. AIFC participants may enjoy the fol
lowing benefits:

• Exemption from CIT until 1 January 2066 for 
services provided by AIFC participants 

• Exemption from PIT until 1 January 2066 for 
expatriate employees of AIFC participants 

• Exemption from CIT and PIT until 1 January 2066 
for dividends and capital gains on securities 
listed officially on a stock exchange and shares 
of AIFC participants 

• Exceptional visa regime for foreign citizens com
ing to Kazakhstan to work for AIFC participants. 

In addition to the exception from the requirement to 
obtain work permits for engaging foreign labor issued 
to employers as well as individual work permits issued 
to employees, AIFC also provides: 

• An exchange platform for corporations (listing), 
government bodies (bond issue), as well as both 
retail and large investors interested in various 
financial instruments.

• Commercial and civil dispute resolution in the 
AIFC Court or the International Arbitration Centre.
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Corruption

Kasper Vagle and Tina Søreide, 5 December 2018
 

Kazakhstan is the largest economy in Central Asia. 
Its export of nonrenewable natural resources has 
boosted GDPgrowth. Increased trade has improved 
the country’s competitiveness and diversified the 
economy (CIA 2018). However, like a number of other 
mining or oilrich countries, there is a political risk 
associated with investments in the country.

President Nursultan Nazarbajev has been in power 
since the country’s independence in 1990, and so 
far, the country has yet to develop the checks and 
balances associated with good governance. Accord
ing to various sources, the Judiciary and the Parlia
ment are far from independent from the President’s 
office, and this is a concern also when it comes to 
the country’s regional and local governments (US 
Department of State 2017). A lack of proper integ
rity mechanisms implies high risk of political cor
ruption, and numerous sources confirm this is a real 
problem (GAN 2016).

Corruption of all sorts is criminalized yet in practice, 
the laws are inadequately enforced. Those indicted 
for corruption rarely face consequences due to bi
ased judgment by law enforcers and long delays in the 
court system (GAN 2016). While the President has de
clared strong anticorruption commitment, freedom 
of speech is restricted in practice, and few opponents 
dare to give an honest evaluation of his performance 
(The Diplomat 2018).

According to Transparency International, an anticor
ruption watchdog, Kazakhstan has serious problems 
with corruption, and this affects private sector in their 
everyday life. Demands for bribes challenges in par
ticular small and medium sized firms (Suleimenova 
et al., 2018).

TRACE, a nonprofit organization that works for cor
porate compliance and evaluates business risk in a 
range of emerging markets, confirms the picture of an 
economy deeply affected by corruption (it ranks Ka
zakhstan 127/200 on their Bribery Risk Matrix). This 
index combines and weights scores on business and 
government interaction, legal framework, transpar
ency in civil and government service and civil society 
oversight (TRACE 2017).

Kazakhstan made certain commitments when it 
adopted the 2003 OECD Istanbul AntiCorruption Ac
tion Plan, and the Kazak Agency on Fighting Economic 
and Corruption Crimes was established to implement 
the strategy. The action plan is a peerreviewed pro

gram that aims to support Central Asian countries in 
developing better anticorruption policies. However, 
the most recent step of this program, the implemen
tation of a new anticorruption strategy for 20152025, 
was found faulty by OECD reviewers (OECD 2017). For 
example, it continues to postpone the introduction of 
an announced asset declaration system for govern
ment officials and politicians (OECD 2017).

At present, Kazakhstan’s state administration under
goes a civil servant reform with an explicit ambition of 
reducing the extent of corruption in state institutions. 
Despite new initiatives, critics still claim recruitment 
to civil servant positions happens without fair compe
tition or clear criteria for the selection of candidates. 
According to the (OECD 2017), new laws on conflict of 
interest are adopted but not enforced. Whistleblowers 
rarely are sheltered against retaliation. More gener
ally, the government’s protection of human rights is 
weak. Amnesty International criticizes Kazakhstan for 
unjust treatment of political prisoners (Amnesty Inter
national 2018).

For international players, these problems imply a 
need for extra caution and preparation. Foreign inves
tors must have in place an updated and solid compli
ance program, signal clear anticorruption commit
ment visàvis partners, and take into account the 
potential implications of weak law enforcement and 
political risk.
 
 
Other potentially relevant indicators:
On the World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indica
tor Kazakhstan rank low on rule of law (38/100) and 
corruption control (20/100). (World Bank 2018) GDP 
per capita in is $26 300 (2017 est. PPP[1]) and unem
ployment is 5 % (2017 est.). (CIA 2018) On the World 
Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index Kazakhstan 
score 36/190. (World Bank 2017) In the World Justice 
Project’s Rule of Law Index Kazakhstan rank 64/113. 
(World Justice Project 2018) On the Freedom of Press 
Index by Reporters without Borders Kazakhstan 
score 158/180. (Reporters Without Borders 2018)
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